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Continuum Limits andExact Finite-Size-Scaling Functions forOne-Dimensional O(N)-Invariant Spin ModelsAttilio CucchieriTereza MendesDepartment of PhysicsNew York University4 Washington PlaceNew York, NY 10003 USAInternet: ATTILIOC@ACF2.NYU.EDU, MENDES@MAFALDA.PHYSICS.NYU.EDUAndrea PelissettoDipartimento di FisicaUniversit�a degli Studi di PisaPisa 56100, ITALIAInternet: PELISSET@SUNTHPI1.DIFI.UNIPI.ITAlan D. SokalDepartment of PhysicsNew York University4 Washington PlaceNew York, NY 10003 USAInternet: SOKAL@ACF4.NYU.EDUSeptember 11, 1995AbstractWe solve exactly the general one-dimensional O(N)-invariant spin modeltaking values in the sphere SN�1, with nearest-neighbor interactions, in �nitevolume with periodic boundary conditions, by an expansion in hypersphericalharmonics. The possible continuum limits are discussed for a general one-parameter family of interactions, and an in�nite number of universality classesis found. For these classes we compute the �nite-size-scaling functions andthe leading corrections to �nite-size scaling. A special two-parameter familyof interactions (which includes the mixed isovector/isotensor model) is alsotreated, and no additional universality classes appear. In the appendices wegive new formulae for the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients and 6{j symbols of theO(N) group, and some new generalizations of the Poisson summation formula;these may be of independent interest.KEYWORDS: One-dimensional, �-model,N-vector model, RPN�1 model, mixedisovector/isotensor model, continuum limit, universality classes, �nite-size scaling,hyperspherical harmonics.
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1 IntroductionThe purpose of this paper is to study the continuum limits and �nite-size-scalingfunctions in a general class of one-dimensional O(N)-invariant spin models (alsocalled nonlinear �-models). Despite the relatively trivial nature of physics in onedimension, this exercise is interesting for several reasons:1) Two-dimensional nonlinear �-models are of direct interest in condensed-matter physics, and they are of indirect interest in elementary-particle physics be-cause they share with four-dimensional gauge theories the property of perturbativeasymptotic freedom [1,2,3,4]. In particular, recent work [5,6,7], combining MonteCarlo simulations and heuristic analytic arguments, has given evidence for the ex-istence of new universality classes for the two-dimensional O(N)-invariant lattice�-model with mixed isovector/isotensor action. The present work was motivatedby the idea of investigating the occurrence of analogous universality classes in theone-dimensional case, where an exact analytic treatment is possible.12) A second motivation was to perform the computation of an exact �nite-size-scaling function (as well as the leading correction to it) for a non-trivial spinmodel. Finite-size scaling has become increasingly important in the analysis ofMonte Carlo data [8,9]. (For example, the functions derived in this paper can beused for comparison in the multigrid Monte Carlo study of the one-dimensionalO(4)-symmetric non-linear �-model [10].) Moreover, �nite-size scaling is the basisof an important new method for extrapolation of �nite-volume Monte Carlo data toin�nite volume [11,12,13]. It is also useful to know something about the correctionsto �nite-size scaling. In particular, in the new methods for extrapolation to in�nitevolume, it is crucial to understand the corrections to �nite-size scaling because theyinduce systematic errors in the extrapolation.3) Finally, our solution method makes use of the functions de�ned by the gener-alization of the usual spherical harmonics to the N-dimensional unit sphere SN�1,which we call hyperspherical harmonics. Although these functions are well known[14,15,16,17,18,19], we were unable to �nd any convenient list of their propertiesin the literature, and therefore we thought that it would be useful to make a com-pendium of the relevant properties and formulae. In particular, we were unableto �nd the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients anywhere in the literature (although theytoo are probably known). Using the representation of hyperspherical harmonicsas completely symmetric and traceless tensors2, the computation of the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients is a straightforward combinatoric exercise. Indeed, we can gofurther and compute many of the 6{j symbols. We believe that hyperspherical har-monics constitute the most e�cient approach to the derivation of high-temperatureexpansions for O(N)-invariant spin models taking values in SN�1. Indeed, they1We thank Erhard Seiler for the suggestion to do this.2This representation is of course well known, but it is not (so far as we know) employed in anyof the standard treatises on hyperspherical harmonics. As we shall show here, this representation isan extremely convenient one; one of the purposes of this paper is to make some advertising on itsbehalf. 3



have been used for this purpose by the King's College group [20,21,22,23,24] andothers [25,26,27]; but the methods were cumbersome, in part due to the lack ofconvenient expressions for the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients. In addition to the workreported here, we are now using these methods to extend various high-temperatureexpansions for two- and three-dimensional O(N)-invariant and U(N)-invariant spinmodels [28].This paper is organized as follows: The hyperspherical harmonics are intro-duced in Section 2, where we also explain how they are used in the expansion of theGibbs weight exp(�H). In Section 3 we give the exact solution for the general one-dimensional SN�1 �-model in �nite volume, as well as its in�nite-volume limit. Allexpressions are written in terms of the normalized expansion coe�cients vN;l (whichgeneralize the well-known v = tanhJ for the Ising case N = 1). In Section 4.1 wediscuss in detail the possible continuum limits for one-parameter Hamiltonians byperforming the large-J (i.e. low-temperature) expansion of vN;l(J), and we show theappearance of in�nite families of universality classes. The �nite-size-scaling func-tions and the corresponding corrections to �nite-size scaling are given in Sections4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Finally, in Section 5, we analyze a class of two-parameterHamiltonians | which includes, among others, the mixed isovector/isotensor modelstudied in [5,6,7] | and we show that no additional universality classes appear be-yond the ones already found in Section 4.1. In Appendix A we provide proofs ofvarious properties of the hyperspherical harmonics, including the Clebsch-Gordancoe�cients and some of the 6{j symbols. In Appendix B we analyze the �nite-size-scaling functions for a one-parameter family of universality classes that includesthose of the mixed isovector/isotensor model; this analysis is based on generalizedPoisson summation formulae applied to some generalized theta functions. (We thinkthese formulae may be of independent interest; as far as we know they are new.) InAppendix C we study the limit N ! 1 of the �nite-size-scaling functions for thestandard N-vector universality class.2 Hyperspherical HarmonicsThe purpose of this section is to introduce the hyperspherical harmonics thatwill give the basis for expanding the Gibbs weight e�H for our spin models. Fromthe mathematical point of view this is connected with doing harmonic analysis onthe unit sphere SN�1 � RN acted on transitively by the compact connected Liegroup SO(N) [30]. More precisely, let us consider:� � 2 SN�1� R 2 SO(N)� the normalized rotation-invariant measure d
(�) on SN�1� the (complex-valued) square-integrable functions f 2 L2(SN�1)4



� the unitary representation T (R) of SO(N) onL2(SN�1) de�ned by (T (R)f)(�) =f(R�1�)Then, we want to �nd an orthogonal Hilbert-space decomposition of L2(SN�1) intosubspaces such that the representation T (R) restricted to each subspace is irre-ducible. The needed decomposition turns out to be precisely the decomposition ofL2(SN�1) into eigenspaces of the Laplace-Beltrami operator L = LSN�1.3;4 In fact,it can be proved5 that:(a) The eigenvalues6 of L are�N;k = k (N + k � 2) � 0 , (2:1)where k = 0; 1; 2; . . . . The corresponding eigenspace EN;k has dimension7NN;k � dim EN;k = N + 2k � 2k! �(N + k � 2)�(N � 1) (2:2)and can be given several equivalent descriptions:3The Laplace-Beltrami operator on SN�1 can be de�ned as follows: De�ne on RN the vector�elds (\angular-momentum operators")L�� = i�x� @@x� � x� @@x�� :Then the restriction to SN�1 of each L�� is a vector �eld on SN�1, andL � X1��<��N L��L��is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on SN�1.4We remark that, for N � 3, L generates the algebra D(SN�1) of SO(N )-invariant di�erentialoperators on SN�1. (For N = 2 this is not the case, because @=@� is an SO(2)-invariant di�erentialoperator not belonging to the algebra generated by L. But if we consider di�erential operatorsinvariant under O(N ) instead of SO(N ), then the assertion is true also for N = 2.)5See [30], Theorem 3.1 (pp. 17{19).6Note that our L is the negative of the usual Laplacian, i.e. it is a positive-semide�nite operator.7For a proof see [30], Exercise A.5(i) (pp. 74, 552) and [15], Lemma 3 (p. 4). See also AppendixA.1 below. Usually we are interested in the case N � 3, for which formula (2.2) is unambiguous.But (2.2) is also valid for N = 1; 2, if it is interpreted as an analytic (in fact polynomial) functionof N for each �xed integer k � 0. Thus, for N = 1 and N = 2 we haveN1;k � dimE1;k = limN!1 N + 2k � 2k! �(N + k � 2)�(N � 1) = � 1 for k = 0,10 for k � 2and N2;k � dimE2;k = limN!2 N + 2k � 2k! �(N + k � 2)�(N � 1) = � 1 for k = 02 for k � 1 .Note also that NN;0 = 1 and NN;1 = N for all N .5



(i) EN;k consists of the restrictions to SN�1 of the harmonic polynomials ofdegree k on RN (namely, the homogeneous polynomials of degree k thatsatisfy Laplace's equation on RN ).(ii) EN;k is spanned by the functions f(�) = (a � �)k with a 2 CN andPNi=1 a2i = 0.(iii) EN;k is spanned by the completely symmetric and traceless tensorsY �1...�kN;k (�) of rank k, as the indices �1, �2, . . . , �k range over the Nkallowable values.8 (These tensors are described in more detail below.)Of course, since in general Nk > dimEN;k, the Y �1...�kN;k (�) form an over-complete set.(b) Each eigenspace EN;k is left invariant by T (R). Moreover, for N � 3 therepresentation T (R)�EN;k of SO(N) is irreducible.9(c) L2(SN�1) = 1Lk=0 EN;k (orthogonal Hilbert space decomposition).To make all this concrete, we can write:Y �1...�kN;k (�) � �N;k (��1 � � � ��k �Traces) (2:3)where � 2 SN�1, \Traces" is such that Y �1...�kN;k (�) is completely symmetric andtraceless (namely10 ��i�jY �1...�kN;k (�) = 0 for any i 6= j), and�N;k = 242k ��N2 + k�k! ��N2 � 351=2 (2:4)Explicit examples are:YN;0(�) = 1 (2.5)Y �N;1(�) = pN�� (2.6)Y ��N;2(�) = sN(N + 2)2 ����� � 1N ���� (2.7)Y ��N;3 (�) = sN(N + 2)(N + 4)68The functions (a � �)k used in description (ii) above are linear combinations of the Y 's (seeeq. (2.3)), namely (a ��)k = ��1N;kPf�g a�1 . . .a�k Y �1...�kN;k (�). The conditionPNi=1 a2i = 0 ensuresthat the \Traces" in (2.3) make no contribution.9For N = 2 the group is abelian, and the spin-k representation for k � 1 decomposes into thetwo irreducible representations e�ik�. However, if we consider O(N ) rather than SO(N ), then therepresentation is irreducible also for N = 2.10The usual summation convention will be used in this paper from now on.6



� ������ � 1N + 2 ����� + ���� + ������ (2.8)Y ���N;4 (�) = sN(N + 2)(N + 4)(N + 6)24� �������� � 1N + 4 ������� + 5 permutations�+ 1(N + 2)(N + 4) ������ + ����� + ������# (2.9)[The general formula is given in equation (A.17).] We note that for N = 3 theY 's are linear combinations of the usual spherical harmonics, and dimE3;k = 2k +1. Similarly, for N = 2 the Y 's are linear combinations of cos k� and sin k� (orequivalently of e�ik�), and dimE2;k = 2 for k � 1. For N = 1, YN;k vanishes fork � 2, while Y1;0 = 1 and Y1;1 = �.The normalization �N;k is chosen so that the following orthogonality relationholds (see Appendix A.2):Z d
(�) Y �1...�kN;k (�) Y �1...�lN;l (�) = �kl I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k ; (2:10)where I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k is the unique orthogonal projector onto the space of completelysymmetric and traceless tensors of rank k, de�ned by the following properties (seeAppendix A.3):1. complete symmetry in the indices �, and in the indices �2. symmetry under the total exchange �i $ �i for all i3. ��i�j I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k = 0 for any i 6= j4. I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k T �1...�kN;k = T �1...�kN;k for any completely symmetric and tracelesstensor TN;kAs special cases of condition 4 we haveI2N;k = IN;k (2:11)and I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k Y �1...�kN;k (�) = Y �1...�kN;k (�) : (2:12)For example we have:I�;�N;1 = ��� (2.13)I�1�2;�1�2N;2 = 12 ���1�1��2�2 + ��1�2��2�1�� 1N ��1�2��1�2 (2.14)I�1�2�3;�1�2�3N;3 = 16 h��1�1��2�2��3�3 + ��1�2��2�3��3�1 + ��1�3��2�1��3�27



+ ��1�1��2�3��3�2 + ��1�3��2�2��3�1 + ��1�2��2�1��3�3 i� 13 (N + 2) h��1�2 ���1�2��3�3 + ��1�3��3�2 + ��2�3��3�1�+ ��1�3 ���1�2��2�3 + ��1�3��2�2 + ��2�3��2�1�+ ��2�3 ���1�2��1�3 + ��1�3��1�2 + ��2�3��1�1� i(2.15)[The general formula is given in equation (A.27).] The trace of this operator is givenby [see (A.35)/(A.36)] I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k = NN;k � dim EN;k ; (2:16)as of course it must be. We remark that YN;k(�) � YN;k(�) � Y �1...�kN;k (�)Y �1...�kN;k (�)is independent of � [by O(N) invariance], and henceYN;k(�) � YN;k(�) = NN;k (2:17)by (2.10) and (2.16).As stated in the theorem given at the beginning of this section, the hyperspheri-cal harmonics are a complete set of functions on L2(SN�1). Thus any function f(�)can be expanded as f(�) = 1Xk=0 ef�1...�kk Y �1...�kN;k (�) (2:18)where ef�1...�kk = Z d
(� ) f(� ) Y �1...�kN;k (� ) . (2:19)For smooth functions this expansion converges very fast. Indeed, if f(�) is in�nitelydi�erentiable, then, for k ! 1, the coe�cients of the expansion go to zero fasterthan any inverse power of k (see Appendix A.4).The completeness of the hyperspherical harmonics can be expressed through therelation11 1Xk=0 Y �1...�kN;k (�)Y �1...�kN;k (� ) = �(�; � ) (2:20)where the �-function is de�ned with respect to the measure d
(�).Finally, let us consider an invariant function of two \spins" �, � 2 SN�1, i.e. afunction of ��� .12 We want now to compute its expansion in terms of hypersphericalharmonics. Using Schur's lemma (see Appendix A.4) we can writef(� � � ) = 1Xk=0 FN;k YN;k(�) � YN;k(� ) . (2:21)11Note that the normalization here follows directly from the one de�ned for (2.10).12For N = 2 there are functions of �, � which are SO(2)-invariant [but not O(2)-invariant] andare not functions of � � � : namely, they can depend also on � � � . We are not interested in suchfunctions. 8



We can drop the \Traces" terms of either one of the Y 's in the scalar productabove, since the other Y is traceless. Also, since the scalar product is rotationallyinvariant, we can rotate � to w � (1, 0, . . . , 0) and correspondingly rotate � tosome � with � � � = w � � = �1. In this way we obtainYN;k(�) � YN;k(� ) = YN;k(w) � YN;k(�)= �N;k w�1 . . .w�k Y �1...�kN;k (�) = �N;k Y 1...1N;k (�) . (2.22)Now Y 1...1N;k (�) can be expressed in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials13 (this corre-sponds to the relation between Yl0 and Legendre polynomials for the usual sphericalharmonics) as14 (see Appendix A.2)Y 1...1N;k (�) = NN;k�N;k CN=2�1k (�1)CN=2�1k (1) (2:23)and therefore YN;k(�) � YN;k(� ) = NN;k CN=2�1k (� � � )CN=2�1k (1) : (2:24)In particular, for w � (1, 0, . . . , 0), we haveY 1...1N;k (w) = NN;k�N;k . (2:25)From equation (2.21), using the orthogonality relations, the rotational invariance ofthe measure, equation (2.17) and (2.24), we getFN;k = Z d
(�) f(�1) CN=2�1k (�1)CN=2�1k (1) . (2:26)Now the integrand depends only on �1 and we can integrate out the other coordi-nates. We �nally getFN;k = SN�1SN Z 1�1 dt (1 � t2)(N�3)=2 f(t) CN=2�1k (t)CN=2�1k (1) , (2:27)13See [31], pp. 1029{1031.14For N = 2 this relation is singular, since C0k(x) = 0. This singularity is due simply to thenormalization convention of the Gegenbauer polynomials, and indeed the limit N ! 2 is well-de�ned. The result is simplylimN!2 CN=2�1k (cos �)CN=2�1k (1) = cos k� = Tk (cos �)Tk (1) .where Tk(�) are the Chebyshev polynomials of the �rst kind (see [31], formulae 8.934.4 (p. 1030)and 8.940.1 (p. 1032)). 9



where SN is the surface area of the N-dimensional unit sphere:SN = 2�N=2�(N=2) . (2:28)From the general properties of the hyperspherical harmonics we can derive thefollowing properties of the coe�cients FN;k (for the proofs of properties 1 and 2, seeAppendix A.4):1. If f(t) is positive15 for t 2 [�1; 1], then jFN;kj < FN;0 for all k 6= 0.2. If f(t) is smooth (i.e. C1), then limk!1 knFN;k = 0 for every n.3. If f(t) = tl, then the integral in (2.27) can be performed explicitly16 and thecoe�cients FN;k are given byF (l)N;k = 8>>><>>>: ��N2 � �(l + 1)2l ��N+k+l2 � �� l�k2 + 1� if k + l is even and k � l0 otherwise (2:29)and are, in particular, always nonnegative. It immediately follows that for ageneric function f(t) = 1Xl=0 fl tl , (2:30)the coe�cients FN;k are given byFN;k = 1Xl=k fl F (l)N;k . (2:31)Therefore, if all the coe�cients fl are nonnegative, then so are the FN;k.In particular, using (2.27) or (2.31) it is possible to compute the coe�cients FN;kfor the functions exp [J (� � � )] and exp hJ2 (� � � )2i. In the �rst case we obtainFN;k = ��N2 ��J2�1�N2 IN2 +k�1(J) (2:32)where I� is the modi�ed Bessel function17; in the second case the integration givesFN;k = 8>><>>: ��N2 � ��k+12 �p� ��N2 + k� �J2�k=2 1F1 k + 12 ; k + N2 ; J2! for even k0 for odd k (2:33)15More precisely, it su�ces that f be nonnegative and not almost-everywhere-vanishing .16See [31], formula 7.311.2, p. 826.17In particular, for N = 1 (the Ising model) we get F1;0 = cosh J and F1;1 = sinh J , and there-fore the formulae in the following sections will be written in terms of the usual high-temperatureexpansion parameter v1;1 � F1;1=F1;0 = tanh J . 10



where 1F1 is the conuent (degenerate) hypergeometric function.18 These two ex-pansions will be used in the next section.Let us now compute the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients. In general we can writeY �1...�kN;k (�) Y �1...�lN;l (�) = Xm C�1...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ; k;l;m Y 1...mN;m (�) (2:34)Using the orthogonality relations (2.10) we obtainC�1...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ; k;l;m = Z d
(�) Y �1...�kN;k (�)Y �1...�lN;l (�)Y 1...mN;m (�) . (2:35)This integral can be computed explicitly. We get (see Appendix A.5)C�1 ...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ; k;l;m = �N;k �N;l �N;m�2N;k+j (k + j)! k! l! m!i! j! h!� I�1...�k;a1...aib1...bhN;k I�1...�l;b1...bhc1 ...cjN;l I1...m;c1...cja1...aiN;m (2.36)if jl � kj � m � l+k and k+l+m is even, with i = (m+k�l)=2, j = (m+l�k)=2,h = (l+k�m)=2, and vanishes otherwise. (Of course we are considering k, l,m � 0.)In the following we will be interested in the scalar quantityC2N ; k;l;m = CN ; k;l;m � CN ; k;l;m . (2:37)The general formula is reported in Appendix A.5 [see (A.63)]. A particularly simplecase is m = l + k: C2N ; k;l;l+k = NN;l+k �2N;k �2N;l�2N;l+k , (2:38)which can be obtained directly from (2.36), using the properties of the IN;k tensorand (2.16). If k = 1 this givesC2N ; 1;l;l+1 = N  N + l � 2l ! . (2:39)It follows immediately from (2.35){(2.37) that C2N ; k;l;m is symmetric in the vari-ables k, l and m. This implies, for example, thatC2N ; k;l;l�k = C2N ; k;l�k;l = NN;l �2N;k �2N;l�k�2N;l (2:40)[from (2.38)]. It also implies that, for k �xed, it su�ces to �nd C2N ; k;l;m for l � m �l+ k . Thus, the two coe�cients needed (for each l) for the case k = 1 are obtainedfrom (2.39). For the case k = 2, which will be used later on, we have from (2.38)that C2N ; 2;l;l+2 = N(N + 2)(N + l � 1)2(N + 2l)  N + l � 2l ! , (2:41)18See [31], pp. 1058{1059. 11



and from (A.63) we obtain19C2N ; 2;l;l = NN;l l(N + 2)(N � 2)(N + l � 2)(N + 2l)(N + 2l � 4) . (2:42)Using the completeness relation (2.20), formula (2.35) and (2.17) it is easy toverify the identity 1Xk=0 C2N ; k;l;m = NN;l NN;m . (2:43)3 Exact Solution for a Generic h3.1 Finite VolumeIn this section we want to discuss the most general O (N)-invariant �-model tak-ing values in SN�1, with nearest-neighbor interactions, de�ned on a one-dimensionallattice with L sites and periodic boundary conditions. We consider a Hamiltonianof the form H (f�g) = � L�1Xx=0 h (�x � �x+1) (3:1)with �L � �0. Interesting special cases are the N-vector modelh(�x ��y) = J �x � �y (3:2)and the RPN�1 model h(�x � �y) = J2 (�x � �y)2 . (3:3)The coe�cients FN;k have already been evaluated for both of these models [see(2.32) and (2.33)].We want to evaluate the following quantities:� Partition function: ZN (h;L) = Z D� L�1Yx=0 eh(�x��x+1) (3:4)� Spin-k two-point function (k = 1, 2, . . . ):GN;k (x; h;L) = 1NN;k hYN;k(�0) � YN;k(�x) iL (3.5)eGN;k (p; h;L) = L�1Xx=0 eipx GN;k (x; h;L) (3.6)19Formula (2.42) is potentially ambiguous if N + 2l� 4 = 0, which can happen for (N = 2; l = 1)and (N = 4; l = 0). In fact C2N ; 2;1;1 = N (N � 1) and C2N ; 4;0;0 = 0; these results can be obtained byinterpreting (2.42) as an analytic function of N for each �xed l.12



where 0 � x < L, and p is an integer multiple of 2�=L. Note that thenormalization NN;k [de�ned in (2.16)] ensures that GN;k (0; h;L) = 1.20� Susceptibility (= two-point function at zero momentum):�N;k (h;L) = eGN;k (0; h;L) (3:7)� Two-point function at the smallest nonzero momentum:FN;k (h;L) = eGN;k ��2�L ; h;L� (3:8)� Second-moment correlation length:�(2nd)N;k (h;L) = 8>><>>: ([�N;k (h;L) =FN;k (h;L)]� 1)1=22 sin (�=L) if �N;k � FN;kunde�ned otherwise (3:9)In all of these formulae, we have used the abbreviationsD� � L�1Yx=0 d
(�x) (3.10)h f (f�g) iL � 1ZN (h;L) Z D� f (f�g) e�H(f�g) (3.11)To compute all these quantities, we expand e�H in terms of the hypersphericalharmonics YN;k, as described in the previous section:exp [h (�x � �y)] = 1Xk=0 FN;k(h) YN;k(�x) � YN;k(�y) . (3:12)The integration over D� is then immediate using the orthogonality relations (2.10)and the integral (2.35). In this way (using also the symmetry of C2N ; k;l;m in theindices l and m) we obtain:ZN (h;L) = FN;0 (h)L 1Xl=0 NN;l vN;l(h)L (3.13)20Since we are using periodic boundary conditions, GN;k (x; h;L) = GN;k (L � x; h;L) and there-fore eGN;k (p; h;L) is real. Indeed, eGN;k (p; h;L) � 0 for all p because equation (3.6) can be writtenas eGN;k (p; h;L) = 1L * �����L�1Xx=0 eipx YN;k(�x)�����2 +by using translational invariance. On the other hand, GN;k (x; h;L) may in some cases be negative(\antiferromagnetism"). 13



GN;k (x; h;L) = 1NN;k FN;0 (h)LZN (h;L) 1Xl;m=0 C2N ; k;l;m vN;m(h)x vN;l(h)L�x (3.14)eGN;k (p; h;L) = 1NN;k FN;0 (h)LZN (h;L) 1Xl;m=0( C2N ; k;l;m vN;l(h)L� vN;l(h)2 � vN;m(h)2vN;l(h)2 � 2 (cos p) vN;l(h)vN;m(h) + vN;m(h)2 ) (3.15)where 0 � x � L� 1; here we have de�ned the normalized expansion coe�cientsvN;k (h) = FN;k (h)FN;0 (h) , (3:16)which will play a central role in the subsequent analysis.21 Notice that, because ofthe properties of the coe�cients FN;k discussed in Section 2, we have jvN;k (h)j < 1for all k 6= 0.22 Moreover, all these series converge very fast (at least if h is smooth):this is because, for k ! 1, vN;k(h) goes to zero faster than any power of k, whileNN;k � kN�2 and [see (2.43)]C2N ; k;l;m � min(NN;kNN;l, NN;kNN;m, NN;mNN;l) . (3:17)Finally, using (2.43), it is trivial to check that GN;k (0; h;L) = 1 in (3.14).3.2 In�nite VolumeWe want now to consider the in�nite-volume limit L ! 1 in the expressionsfrom Section 3.1, keeping the parameters of h �xed. Since jvN;k (h)j < 1 for allk 6= 0, vN;k (h)L goes to zero for L ! 1 unless k = 0. Thus in (3.13), (3.14)and (3.15) only the term with l = 0 survives in the in�nite-volume limit. Since21The summand in braces in (3.15) is potentially ambiguous in two cases:(i) p = 0 and vN;l = vN;m;(ii) p = � and vN;l = �vN;m .In these cases the correct summand is C2N ; k;l;m LvN;l(h)L, as can be seen by going back to (3.14)and performing the sum over x. [The same result can be obtained formally by symmetrizing thesummand in l and m (using C2N ; k;l;m = C2N ; k;m;l), i.e. replacing vLN;l by (vLN;l � vLN;m)=2, and thentreating vN;l and vN;m as independent variables for which one can take the limit vN;m !�vN;l .]22For the RPN�1 model, or more generally if h (�x ��y) is an even function, all the coe�cientsFN;l (h) [and the corresponding vN;l (h)] with l odd are equal to zero (by symmetry). Therefore,in the above formulae, only even values of l and m can appear in the sums (except, of course, inGN;k(x; h;L) for x = 0). From this and the properties of the quantities C2N ; k;l;m, i.e. that they arenonzero only if k+ l+m is even, it follows that for k odd the spin-k two-point function vanishes forall x 6= 0. Of course, this follows equivalently from the Z2-gauge-invariance of the model when h isan even function. 14



C2N ; k;0;m = �kmNN;k, we get the well-known results23 [29,32]ZN(h;L) = FN;0(h)L h1 +O(e��L)i (3.18)GN;k(x; h;L) = vN;k(h)jxj h1 +O(e��L)i (3.19)eGN;k(p; h;L) = 1� vN;k(h)21� 2(cos p)vN;k(h) + vN;k(h)2 h1 +O(e��L)i (3.20)where � = �mink 6=0 log jvN;k(h)j : (3:21)In particular we obtain �N;k(h;1) = 1 + vN;k(h)1� vN;k(h) (3:22)and �(2nd)N;k (h;1) = 8>><>>: vN;k(h)1=21� vN;k(h) if vN;k � 0unde�ned if vN;k < 0 (3:23)Let us notice that in in�nite volume the correlation functions are simple expo-nentials. In fact, if we de�ne the masses mN;k(h) for k = 1; 2; . . . bymN;k(h) = 8<:� log vN;k(h) for 0 � vN;k < 1unde�ned for �1 < vN;k < 0 (3:24)then, in the usual case24 in which vN;k > 0, the correlation functions areGN;k(x; h;1) = e�mN;k jxj . (3:25)We can also de�ne the exponential correlation length by�(exp)N;k (h;1) = limx!�1 � jxjlogGN;k(x; h;1) = 1mN;k(h) . (3:26)4 A One-Parameter Family of HamiltoniansIn this section we want to study the continuum limits and �nite-size-scalingfunctions in a one-parameter family of interactions of the formh (� � � ) = J eh (� � � ) , (4:1)23The formulae in Section 3.1 are written for x � 0. By translation invariance, we obviously haveGN;k(x) = GN;k(�x). Therefore, we can obtain formulae valid for all x by systematically replacingx by jxj; we have done that here.24As we will see in Section 4.1, the case of negative vN;k does not give rise to a valid continuumlimit. 15



where eh is some �xed function. Therefore, FN;k, vN;k and all the quantities intro-duced in the previous sections are now functions of J . As eh is arbitrary it su�cesto consider the case J > 0 only. Since we are in one dimension, there are no criticalpoints at �nite J ; the only way of obtaining a continuum limit is to take J ! +1.We will do this by obtaining an asymptotic expansion of the coe�cients FN;k(J)for large J . Using the general formula (2.27) with f(t) = exp[Jeh (t)], the prob-lem reduces to expanding the integrand around the absolute maxima of eh(t) in theinterval [�1; 1].In Section 4.1 we will study the continuum limit in in�nite volume. In Sections4.2 and 4.3 we will study the �nite-size-scaling limit and the corrections to it.The discussion in Section 4.1 of the possible continuum limits will be restrictedto the case N � 3, since N = 2 displays di�erent properties (related to the di�erenttopological structures of the sphere for N � 3 and N = 2, and to the fact thatthe only nontrivial normal subgroup of O(N) for N � 3 is f�Ig, while for N = 2there are many others).25 Although for N = 2 the analysis of possible continuumlimits is not complete, it is nevertheless valid for the limits included, and so are the�nite-size-scaling functions and their corrections.264.1 Continuum Limits and Universality Classes for N � 34.1.1 Generalities on Continuum LimitsConsider a sequence h � i(n) of in�nite-volume lattice models. A continuum limitis de�ned by choosing length rescaling factors �(n) !1 and �eld-strength rescalingfactors �(n)N;k such that the limits27G(cont)N;k (x) = limn!1 �(n)N;kG(n)N;k��(n) x� (4.2)eG(cont)N;k (p) = limn!1 �(n)N;k �(n)�d eG(n)N;k��(n)�1 p� (4.3)exist (in the sense of distributions), where d is the spatial dimension. (For simplicitywe are considering only the two-point correlation functions.) In other words, acontinuum distance of x centimeters corresponds to x � �(n)x lattice spacings; andconversely, one lattice spacing corresponds to �(n)�1 centimeters, which tends tozero in the limit.In our case of a d = 1 nearest-neighbor model, the correlation functions arepure exponentials [see (3.19)]; the only parameter is the mass parameter v(n)N;k. It25In particular, the discussion following (4.36) does not apply for N = 2.26The case N = 1 is even more trivial, as the only possible function eh is eh(t) = t.27We use the Fourier-transform conventioneG(cont)N;k (p) � Z ddx eip�x G(cont)N;k (x) .16



is easiest to work in p-space: for any �xed continuum momentum p, the latticemomentum p � �(n)�1p tends to zero as n!1 , so we can approximatecos p � 1 � p2=2 = 1 � �(n)�2 p2=2 . (4:4)Thus, the denominator in (3.20) is(1 � v(n)N;k)2 + �(n)�2 p2 v(n)N;k . (4:5)(Note that �(n)�2 ! 0.)Now consider a ratio of the correlation function for two di�erent values p, p0.If 1� v(n)N;k does not go to zero as n!1 at least as fast as �(n)�1, then the ratioeG(cont)N;k (p0)= eG(cont)N;k (p) is 1, i.e. eG(cont)N;k (p) is independent of p. This is a physicallytrivial theory (white noise). On the other hand, if 1 � v(n)N;k goes to zero fasterthan �(n)�1, then the limit (if any) will be const=p2, i.e. a massless free �eld, whichis ill-de�ned in dimension d = 1. Therefore, a sensible continuum limit can beobtained only when the product (1 � v(n)N;k) �(n) tends to a nonzero �nite constant(which is of course k-dependent); and this limiting constant is in fact the massm(cont)N;k of the theory. Moreover, in dimension d = 1 it easily follows from (3.19)that �(n)N;k should likewise tend to a nonzero �nite (k-dependent) constant �(cont)N;k ;the continuum correlation function is then a massive free �eldeG(cont)N;k (p) = Z(cont)N;kp2 + m(cont)N;k 2 (4:6)with mass m(cont)N;k � limn!1 �(n)m(n)N;k = limn!1�(n) (1 � v(n)N;k) (4:7)and �eld-strength normalizationZ(cont)N;k � 2 �(cont)N;k m(cont)N;k . (4:8)Going back to x-space, we haveG(cont)N;k (x) = �(cont)N;k exp h�m(cont)N;k jxj i . (4:9)In summary, continuum limits can be obtained from sequences of lattice theoriesin which v(n)N;k ! 1 (i.e. m(n)N;k ! 0), and only from such sequences. In particular,continuum limits in this sense cannot be obtained from sequences of theories inwhich v(n)N;k ! �1, i.e. antiferromagnetic models with slow decay of correlations.As can be seen from (4.9), a continuum limit is uniquely de�ned by the limitingmasses m(cont)N;k and the limiting normalizations �(cont)N;k . Moreover, we shall considertwo continuum theories which di�er only by rescalings of x and the �eld strengths17



to be essentially identical. We therefore label the di�erent universality classes bythe limiting mass ratios, de�ned as28RN;k � m(cont)N;2m(cont)N;k = limn!1 m(n)N;2m(n)N;k . (4:10)In the case at hand [Hamiltonians of the family (4.1)], we are considering asequence of theories h = Jeh parametrized by J (which plays the role of n). Asalready mentioned, the only possibility for having vN;k(J)! 1 is to let J ! +1.In the next subsection we will perform an asymptotic expansion of vN;k(J) for largeJ , and we will typically �nd a behavior of the form29vN;k (J) = 1� eaN;k �(J) + o(� (J)) , (4:11)where the mass scale �(J) and the coe�cients eaN;k will be computed in each case.30In this situation, �(J) should clearly be taken to be proportional to �(J)�1, andthe continuum masses will bem(cont)N;k = eaN;k limJ!1�(J) �(J) . (4:12)Remark: For some choices of eh we will �nd that the mass parameters vN;k (J)behave di�erently according to whether k is even or odd. In such a case we shalltake �(J) to be of the order of the smallest mass in the theory | which, it turnsout, is always in the even sector | and we shall write (4.11) only for k even.We shall then take �(J) proportional to �(J)�1, and obtain a good continuumlimit in the even sector . Of course, in the odd sector we have simply white noise(m(cont)N;k = +1).4.1.2 Two Simple Cases; N-Vector and RPN�1 Universality ClassesBefore considering the general case of one-parameter Hamiltonians, let us discusstwo simple cases of Hamiltonians which generalize, respectively, the N-vector modeland the RPN�1 model:First simple case: t = +1 is the only absolute maximum of eh(t), and eh0(1) > 0.[This is a subset of what will later be called the Hamiltonians of Type I .]28We choose mN;2 in the numerator for reasons that will become clear later.29In Section 4.3 we will assume an expansion to the next order [see (4.90)], which will be used tocompute the corrections to �nite-size scaling. In Section 4.1.2 we will explicitly compute such anexpansion for two simple Hamiltonians (the �rst case and those belonging to the second case witheh even): see (4.14) �.30 Obviously there is some arbitrariness in the de�nition of �(J): if �(J) is a function satisfyingC � limJ!1�(J)=�(J) with 0 < C < 1, then the pair �(J), eaN;k � C eaN;k is just as good as thepair �(J), eaN;k. 18



Starting from (2.27) we �rst expand the integrand around t = 1 using the relationCN=2�1k (t)CN=2�1k (1) = 2F1�N + k � 2;�k;N � 12 ; 1� t2 � (4:13)where 2F1(a; b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function.31 Then, extending the integra-tion in t from [�1; 1] to [�1; 1], we obtain the asymptotic expansionFN;k (J) = fN (J) " 1� aN;kJ + bN;kJ2 +O(J�3) # (4:14)withfN (J) = eJeh(1)h2�Jeh0(1)i1=2 ��N2 � Jeh0(1)2 !1�N=2 (4.15)aN;k = 12eh0(1) "�N;k + 14 (N � 1) (N � 3)� N2 � 14 r # (4.16)bN;k = 18eh0(1)2 ( (N + 2k + 1)(N + 2k � 1)(N + 2k � 3)(N + 2k � 5)16� (N + 2k � 1)(N + 2k � 3)(N + 3)(N + 1)8 r+ (N + 5)(N + 3)(N + 1)(N � 1)16 r2 � (N + 3)(N + 1)(N � 1)6 s)(4.17)where �N;k (� 0) are the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere[given in (2.1)], and we have de�nedr � eh00(1)=eh0(1) (4.18a)s � eh000(1)=eh0(1) (4.18b)For the normalized expansion coe�cients vN;k(J), we therefore havevN;k(J) = 1 � eaN;k2eh0(1)J + ebN;k4eh0(1)2J2 + O(J�3) (4:19)where eaN;k = �N;k (4.20)ebN;k = eaN;k � eaN;k2 � (N + 1) r � 1� (4.21)31See [31], formulae 9.100 and 9.14.2. 19



The N-vector model corresponds to eh(1) = eh0(1) = 1, r = s = 0. Notice that in thiscase formulae (4.14){(4.17) could alternatively have been gotten through a directexpansion of the Bessel functions in (2.32).Thus, for J ! +1 all masses [see (3.24)] go to zero asmN;k(J) � �N;k �(J) , (4:22)where �(J) � 1=[ 2Jeh0(1) ] is a non-universal scale factor that goes to zero forJ ! +1. (Here � means that the ratio of the left and right sides tends to 1 asJ ! +1.) If we consider the mass ratios de�ned by32RN;k(J) � mN;2(J)mN;k(J) , (4:23)we obtain, in the continuum limit,RN;k = �N;2�N;k . (4:24)Therefore, all these Hamiltonians give rise to the same continuum limit and belongto what we will call the N-vector universality class.Second simple case: t = �1 are the only absolute maxima of eh (t) [henceeh(1) = eh (�1)], and eh0 (1) > 0, eh0 (�1) < 0. [This is a subset of what will later becalled the Hamiltonians of Type II .]In this case one must sum the contributions of the two maxima, that is FN;k(J) =F+N;k(J) + F�N;k(J). The contribution F+N;k coming from t = 1 has already beencomputed. Using the fact that CN=2�1k (�1) = (�1)kCN=2�1k (1), we see that thecontribution F�N;k coming from t = �1 can be obtained from F+N;k by replacingthe derivatives eh(n)(1) with (�1)neh(n)(�1) and then multiplying the whole thing by(�1)k. Thus, keeping only the leading terms, we getvN;k(J) = 1 � �N;k2J eh0(1)�(N+1)=2 + jeh0(�1)j�(N+1)=2eh0(1)(1�N)=2 + jeh0(�1)j(1�N)=2 + O(J�2) (4:25)for k even, and vN;k(J) = eh0(1)(1�N)=2 � jeh0(�1)j(1�N)=2eh0(1)(1�N)=2 + jeh0(�1)j(1�N)=2 + O(J�1) (4:26)for k odd.From these formulae we immediately see that limJ!+1 jvk (J)j < 1 for k odd, sothat the odd-spin sector of the theory remains non-critical even at J = +1. [In the32We use mN;2 rather than mN;1 in the numerator in order to facilitate comparison with thesecond simple case below, in which mN;k = +1 for all odd k.20



special case where the function eh is even33 (as in e.g. the RPN�1 model), we havein fact vN;k (J) = 0 for k odd, for all J ; while for k even we get the same vN;k (J)as in the �rst simple case, given by formulae (4.19){(4.21).] On the other hand, theeven-spin masses go to zero asmN;k(J) � �N;k �(J) for k even , (4:27)where again �(J) � 12J eh0(1)�(N+1)=2 + jeh0(�1)j�(N+1)=2eh0(1)(1�N)=2 + jeh0(�1)j(1�N)=2 (4:28)is a non-universal scale factor that goes to zero for J ! +1. Thus the limitingmass ratio RN;k in this case is the same as in the N-vector universality class foreven k and is zero for odd k. That is,RN;k = ��N;2=�N;k for k even0 for k odd (4:29)All these Hamiltonians belong to the same universality class, which we will call theRPN�1 universality class. Notice that the exact Z2 gauge symmetry, which holdsfor the usual RPN�1 Hamiltonian (and more generally whenever h is even), playshere no role. Provided that the Hamiltonian has a two-maxima structure at t = �1with eh0(�1) 6= 0, the continuum limit will be Z2-gauge-symmetric. For instance, aHamiltonian with eh(t) = t2 + �(t � t3), with j�j < 1 belongs to this universalityclass.In summary, we have thus far de�ned two universality classes:(i) the N-vector universality class, where all the masses go to zero as J ! +1at the same rate and the limiting mass ratio RN;k is given by (4.24) for all k;and(ii) the RPN�1 universality class, where as J ! +1 the even sector displays thesame behavior as for the N-vector universality class [i.e. the masses go to zeroat the same rate with RN;k given by (4.24) for all even values of k] while inthe odd sector the masses either(a) do not go to zero [as in the second simple case above] or else(b) go to zero at a rate slower than for the even sector [as will occur in someexamples below],and therefore RN;k is zero for all odd values of k.33In this case we have FN;k(J) = 0 for k odd. For k even we have FN;k(J) = 2F+N;k(J), andtherefore the coe�cients aN;k and bN;k are given by (4.16) and (4.17), and fN (J) has twice thevalue in (4.15). For r = 1 and s = 0 we obtain the expansion for the RPN�1 model, which can alsobe obtained by direct expansion of the coe�cients (2.33).21



Formulae (4.22) and (4.27) had to be expected on general grounds. Indeed, thecontinuum limit of the N-vector model (or more generally of any model belong-ing to the �rst simple case above) is simply Brownian motion on SN�1, and thegenerator of Brownian motion is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.34 Thus we expectmN;k(J) � �(J)�N;k where �(J) is a non-universal scale factor depending on thechosen sequence of lattice Hamiltonians. An analogous discussion applies to theRPN�1 case: here the continuum limit is Brownian motion on RPN�1, and thus thecorresponding masses are related to the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami opera-tor on RPN�1 (which are simply the even-spin eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltramioperator on SN�1).4.1.3 General One-Parameter FamilyWe want now to address the general problem of studying the limit J ! +1for an arbitrary interaction eh; in particular, we want to know whether the twouniversality classes we have just discussed are the only ones which can appear as acritical limit of interactions of the form (4.1). As we shall see, the situation is muchmore complicated than this, and in fact an in�nite number of universality classesappears.Let us assume henceforth that eh is smooth, and that it has �nitely many absolutemaxima, all of �nite order. In particular, suppose it hasM absolute maxima on theinterval [�1; 1] at points t1; . . . tM with eh(t1) = . . . = eh(tM ) = ehmax. Let ni be theorder of the maximumat ti, i.e. the smallest (nonzero) integer such that eh(ni)(ti) 6= 0.(When ti 6= �1 the order ni is of course even and � 2, and eh(ni)(ti) < 0. Whenti = �1 we have eh(ni)(ti) < 0, and when ti = +1 we have (�1)ni eh(ni)(ti) < 0.) ForJ ! +1 we have FN;k � MXi=1 F (i)N;k , (4:30)where F (i)N;k is the contribution of the i-th maximum; to leading order in J it is givenby F (i)N;k � eJehmax Ai CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) J��i (4:31)where �i = � (N � 1) = (2ni) if ti = �11=ni if ti 6= �1 (4:32)and Ai is a positive constant, independent of J and k, given explicitly byAi =  jeh(ni)(ti)jni! !��i ��N2 ���N�12 � �(�i)ni eAi (4:33)34An arbitrary second-order elliptic di�erential operator on a manifold M generates a di�usionprocess on M ; Brownian motion is the special case in which the generator is the Laplace-Beltramioperator. For the general theory of di�usions on a manifold, see e.g. [33, sections 4.1{4.3].22



where eAi � ( 2(N�3)=2 if ti = �12 (1� t2i )(N�3)=2 if ti 6= �1 (4:34)For J ! +1 the leading contribution comes from those terms with the smallest�i; we call these maxima the principal maxima. Setting � = mini �i, we thus haveFN;k � eJehmaxJ�� Xi: �i=� Ai CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) . (4:35)We want now to know under what conditions the mass mN;k(J) tends to zero asJ ! +1. For this analysis it is su�cient to use the leading-order expansion (4.35).Equivalently we want to see under what conditions vN;k(J) ! 1, i.e. when (noticethat CN=2�10 (t) = 1 and Ai > 0)Xi: �i=� Ai CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) = Xi: �i=� Ai . (4:36)Since35, for N � 3, jCN=2�1k (t)j < CN=2�1k (1) when t 6= �1, this condition cannot besatis�ed for any k if there is in the sum an i such that ti 6= �1. Thus the principalmaxima can only be at 1 or �1. Moreover, if t = �1 appears in the sum, thecondition can be satis�ed only for even k, since CN=2�1k (�1) = (�1)kCN=2�1k (1). Weend up with the following result:1. If ti = 1 is the only principal maximum of eh(t), thenlimJ!+1 vN;k (J) = 1 (4:37)for all k � 1. In this case all correlations become critical.2. If ti = �1 are the only principal maxima of eh(t), thenlimJ!+1 vN;k (J) = � 1 for k evencN;k for k odd (4:38)with �1 < cN;k < 1. In this case only the even-spin sector becomes critical.In detail, we have cN;k = jeh(n)(1)j�� � jeh(n)(�1)j��jeh(n)(1)j�� + jeh(n)(�1)j�� (4:39)where n = (N � 1)=2�.3. If ti = �1 is the only principal maximum of eh(t), thenlimJ!+1 vN;k (J) = � 1 for k even�1 for k odd (4:40)As in the preceding case, only the even-spin sector becomes critical.35See Appendix A.4. 23



4. If there exists at least one ti 6= �1 such that �i = � (i.e. there are principalmaxima other than �1), thenlimJ!+1 vN;k (J) = c0N;k (4:41)with �1 < c0N;k < 1 for all k. In this case there is no continuum limit for anyk. In particular, if there is exactly one principal maximum, and this is a pointti 6= �1, then c0N;k = CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) : (4:42)These results can be understood heuristically: If some ti 6= �1 contributes atleading order to the asymptotic expansion of FN;k (case 4), then for large J thetypical con�gurations have �x � �x+1 � ti on a signi�cant fraction of the bonds.For N � 3 there are many con�gurations on each bond with this property (sincethe azimuthal angles are undetermined), and they keep the system disordered evenat J = +1. In case 1, by contrast, the system orders and thus for J = +1 thecorrelation length becomes in�nite. In case 2 the system orders modulo a sign; theeven-spin correlations are insensitive to the sign and thus display critical behavior,while the odd-spin ones remain disordered even at J = +1. In case 3, the systemdevelops antiferromagnetic order as J = +1; the even-spin correlations are insen-sitive to the sign and thus display critical behavior, while the odd-spin correlationshave no continuum limit.36 In the following we will disregard the theories belongingto case 3 [since for the odd-spin sector they do not have a continuum limit, andfor the even-spin sector they are identical to theories of case 1 with eh(t) ! eh(�t)]and to case 4 (since we have proven that they do not exhibit any non-trivial criticalbehavior). The Hamiltonians described in case 1 (respectively case 2) will be calledHamiltonians of Type I (respectively Type II ).To characterize the di�erent universality classes we want now to derive thebehavior of the massesmN;k in the limit J ! +1. In order to do this, we must carrythe asymptotic expansion of FN;k(J) to the �rst subleading order for the principalmaxima, and also consider the leading contributions from the non-principalmaxima.Let us �rst consider theories of Type I. The relevant expansion for FN;k is (weset t+ � t1 = 1)FN;k = eJehmax (A+ J�� " 1� c+ dk;+J1=n+ + o(J�1=n+) #36The antiferromagnetic case 3 can be transformed into the ferromagnetic case 1 by the change ofvariables �bx = (�1)x�x together with ehb(t) = eh(�t). The correlation functions then transform asGN;k(x;ehb;1) = (�1)kxGN;k(x;eh;1) andeGN;k(p;ehb;1) = � eGN;k(p;eh;1) for k eveneGN;k(p + �;eh;1) for k oddThus, case 3 is identical to case 1 for the even-spin correlation functions; and it has no continuumlimit for the odd-spin correlation functions (since there is no divergence at p = 0). This mappingalso works in �nite volume, provided that L is even.24



+ MXi=2Ai CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) hJ��i + o(J��i)i9=; (4.43)where c+ = 1N � 1 ��N+12n+ ���N�12n+ � " n+!jeh(n+)(1)j #1=n+ (4.44)dk;+ = �N;k + 14(N � 3)(N � 1) � N2 � 12 n+ (n+ + 1) eh(n++1)(1)eh(n+)(1) (4.45)(Note that c+ does not depend on k, while dk;+ does.) The �rst correction to theleading term depends now on the relation between � and � � min2�i�M �i. We havemN;k (J) � �(J) �N;k + o(J�1=n+)+ 1A+J��� Xi: �i=�Ai 0@1� CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1)1A + o(J���) (4.46)with �(J) = c+ J�1=n+ . (4:47)(We call the maxima with �i = � the next-to-principal maxima.) Here it should beunderstood that only the dominant term is to be kept:(a) If � > � + 1=n+ , the �rst term is dominant and the model belongs to theN-vector universality class (4.22).(b) If � < � + 1=n+ , then the third term (the term of order 1=J���) dominatesprovided that its coe�cient is not zero. The coe�cient is zero if k is even andthe only next-to-principal maximum is ti = �1; otherwise the coe�cient isnonzero. Thus, for k odd the mass ismN;k (J) � 1A+J��� Xi: �i=�Ai 0@1� CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1)1A . (4:48)(b1) If the coe�cient (for all k) is nonzero, the limiting mass ratio (for anyk) is RN;k = Pi: �i=�Ai �1� CN=2�12 (ti)CN=2�12 (1)�Pi: �i=�Ai �1� CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1)� . (4:49)Clearly there is a multi-parameter family of new universality classes,obtainable by varying the fti; AigMi=1 appropriately.25



(b2) If the coe�cient (for k even) is zero, the behavior depends on whetherthe correction o(J�(���)) is larger or smaller than J�1=n+. If it is smaller,then (for k even) the term �(J)�N;k will dominate and therefore, the ra-tiosRN;k will be those of the RPN�1 universality class.37 If the o(J�(���))correction is larger than or equal to J�1=n+, then a more detailed investi-gation is needed. (We note that, also in this last case, the limiting massratio is zero for k odd just as for the RPN�1 universality class.)(c) Finally, if � = � + 1=n+ , then both terms are of the same order. Again weobtain new (multi-parameter) universality classes. In particular, if the onlynext-to-principal maximum is ti = �1, we getRN;k = ( �N;2=�N;k for k even�N;2=(�N;k + B) for k odd (4:50)where 0 < B < 1 is a parameter that interpolates the limiting mass ratiobetween the N-vector and the RPN�1 universality classes. [Explicitly: B =2Ai=(c+A+).]For theories of Type II we set t+ � t1 = 1 and t� � t2 = �1; the expansionof FN;k is then given byFN;k � eJehmax (A+ J��  1� c+ dk;+J1=n ! + (�1)k A� J��  1� c� dk;�J1=n ! ++ o(J���1=n) + MXi=3Ai CN=2�1k (ti)CN=2�1k (1) hJ��i + o(J��i) i9=; (4.51)where n � n+ = n� = (N � 1) =2�; here dk;+ and c+ are given by formulae (4.45)and (4.44), and dk;� and c� can be obtained from the same formulae by simplysubstituting eh(n)(1) with (�1)neh(n)(�1). De�ning � � min3�i�M �i, we obtain that,for even values of k, the masses are given by equation (4.46) with A1 replaced byA+ +A� and �(J) = A+ c+ +A� c�A+ + A� J�1=n (4:52)(as before, only the dominant term should be kept) while, for odd values of k, wehave � 1 < limJ!+1 vN;k(J) = A+ �A�A+ +A� < 1 . (4:53)Therefore the odd-spin sector of the theory is always non-critical, while the even-spin masses go to zero at the same rate for all even k. It follows that the mass ratiosRN;k � mN;2=mN;k are zero for odd k and nonzero for even k. If � > � + 1=n ,we reobtain the RPN�1 universality class (4.27), while in the other cases an in�nitenumber of new universality classes appear.37See case (b) of the de�nition of the RPN�1 universality class in Section 4.1.2.26



4.1.4 An Example in More DetailFinally, to examine more closely the possible universality classes, let us considerthe special case in which there are only two possible maxima, namely those att = �1. This generalizes the two cases studied in Section 4.1.2: in that sectionwe required eh0(�1) 6= 0 [i.e. n� = 1], while now we lift this restriction. Let n+and n� be the orders of the �rst non-vanishing derivatives at t = +1 and t = �1respectively; we will suppose n+ � n� (since we are considering only theories oftypes I and II). Then, from the previous discussion we �nd four cases:For Hamiltonians of Type I, namely n� < n+, formula (4.46) becomesmN;k(J) � c+ �N;kJ1=n+ + [ 1� (�1)k ]A�J���A+ (4:54)with � � �+ and � � ��.There are therefore three possibilities:(a) If n� < [(N � 1)=(N + 1)] n+, we getmN;k(J) � �(J)�N;k (4:55)for all k, with �(J) given by �(J) = c+ J�1=n+ . (4:56)Therefore, the model belongs to the N-vector universality class.(b) If n+ > n� > [(N � 1)=(N + 1)] n+, we then havemN;k(J) � ��(J)�N;k for k even2 (A�=A+) J�(���) for k odd (4:57)with �(J) given by (4.56).Therefore all masses go to zero as J ! +1, but with di�erent rates, so that inthe limit the odd-spin masses are in�nitely larger than the even-spin masses.The limiting mass ratios RN;k are those of the RPN�1 universality class.(c) If n� = [(N � 1)=(N + 1)] n+, both terms in (4.54) contribute at the sameorder. We obtain mN;k � (�(J)�N;k for k even�(J) (�N;k +B ) for k odd (4:58)where �(J) is given by (4.56) andB = 2A�c+A+ (4:59)is a positive constant. So we get an in�nite number of di�erent continuum-limit theories, parametrized by B. Notice that 0 < B < 1; therefore, theN-vector and the RPN�1 universality classes are not included as particularcases but only as the limiting cases for B ! 0 and B ! +1, respectively.27



For Hamiltonians of Type II, namely n� = n+, we have:(d) The masses are given by equation (4.53) for k odd and bymN;k � �(J) �N;k (4:60)for k even, where �(J) is as in (4.52). This case clearly belongs to the RPN�1universality class.4.1.5 InterpretationWe want now to interpret these results in another framework. In one dimen-sion a continuum �eld theory is simply a continuous-time Markov process on thetarget manifold. Now, the generator of a continuous-time Markov process is theconvex combination of a di�usion part (a second-order elliptic di�erential operator)and a jump part (a positive kernel).38 Physically, this means that the \particle"di�uses for a while according to the speci�ed di�erential operator, and then, at ex-ponentially distributed random times, jumps according to the speci�ed probabilitykernel. On the sphere SN�1 for N � 3, the only SO(N)-invariant second-orderelliptic operator is the Laplace-Beltrami operator (and multiples thereof); thus, theonly SO(N)-invariant di�usion on SN�1 is standard Brownian motion (with an ar-bitrary coe�cient, corresponding to a rescaling of time).39 On the other hand, thereis an in�nite-dimensional family of possible SO(N)-invariant jump kernels K: in-deed, one can specify an arbitrary probability distribution of jump angles � 2 [0; �](and SO(N)-invariance then determines K uniquely, for N � 3). Each one ofthese quantum Hamiltonians cH = aL +K (a � 0) de�nes a legitimate continuum�-model.Moreover, for each such quantum Hamiltonian cH and each t > 0, the integralkernel e�tbH(�;�0) is a smooth O(N)-invariant function of � and �0 (and thus afunction of � � �0); it can therefore be realized as eVt(���0) for a suitable smoothpotential Vt. Thus, by taking some sequence t # 0, we see that each continuum�-model can be realized as a continuum limit of lattice �-models (i.e. discrete-timeO(N)-invariant randomwalks on SN�1) each of which has a smooth step distributioneV(���0).We can now interpret formula (4.46): the continuum limit of this theory is aMarkov process on SN�1 which contains a jump part with jump angles �i = arccos ti.The coe�cients Ai are related to the probability distribution of the jump angles.The typical con�guration here, for large J , consists of ordered domains where �x ��x+1 � 1 separated by links where a jump occurs, that is where �x � �x+1 � ti.Notice that these jumps must be su�ciently rare, otherwise they destroy the orderand thus no criticality appears (this occurs in case 4 of our classi�cation, i.e. when�i = �), but not too rare, otherwise they are unable to change the critical behaviorof the system (this is the case when �i > �). Jumps of � (which are simply spin ips)38See [34], Example 1.2.1 (p. 6), Theorem 2.2.1 (p. 48) and Theorem 2.2.2 (p. 51).39This is true also for N = 2 if one demands O(N )-invariance and not just SO(N )-invariance.28



play a special role: the spin-k correlations for k even are insensitive to spin ips, andthus they remain critical irrespective of the frequency of such ips. In particular,for theories of type II these spin ips are in�nitely rapid, and the continuum limitis best considered as a Markov process on RPN�1 � SN�1=Z2.4.2 Finite-Size-Scaling Limit4.2.1 Generalities on the Finite-Size-Scaling LimitWe want now to discuss the �nite-size-scaling limit for theories of types I andII (see Section 4.1.3 for de�nitions). This limit is given by L ! 1, J ! +1[hence �(#)N;k (J ;1)!1, where �(#)N;k denotes any one of the correlation lengths �(2nd)N;kor �(exp)N;k introduced earlier] in such a way that �(#)N;k (J ;1) =L remains �xed.40 Wetherefore de�ne the scaling variableszk = zk(J ;L) � �(exp)N;k (J ;1)L . (4:61)When considering correlation functions in x-space, we also scale x, i.e. we willconsider x = xL with 0 � x � 1 �xed. The corresponding correlations representthe correlations of a continuum theory in a periodic box of width 1.Everywhere in this section, for theories of Type II or those theories of Type Ibelonging to the RPN�1 universality class [see case I(b2) in Section 4.1.3, and case(b) in Section 4.1.4 41], k must of course be even, and in all the formulae below onlyeven values of l and m are to be included in the sums.As we have seen in Section 4.1.1, the theory displays critical behavior only if themasses mN;k go to zero in the limit J ! +1. Therefore, in this section, we assumethat vN;k (J) = 1� eaN;k �(J) + o(� (J)) , (4:62)where �(J) is a non-universal scale factor (assumed strictly positive) which goesto zero as J ! +1. The quantities eaN;k characterize the universality class of thetheory and are completely de�nedmodulo an overall constant which can be absorbedinto �(J). Since vN;k (J) < 1, we have eaN;k > 0. For the N-vector universality class,the coe�cient eaN;k can be simply de�ned byeaN;k = �N;k , (4:63)40Similarly to what we did in Section 4.1.1, we could consider a sequence h � i(n) of �nite-volumelattice models with linear lattice sizes L(n) ! 1. A �nite-size-scaling limit (= �nite-volume con-tinuum limit) yielding a continuum box of side L(cont) (0 < L(cont) < 1) is de�ned by rescalinglengths by factors �(n) � L(n)=L(cont) (! 1) and rescaling �eld strengths by factors �(n)N;k suchthat the spin-k two-point functions have well-de�ned limits. Without loss of generality we can setL(cont) = 1.41In these two cases, the masses of the even and odd sectors go to zero with di�erent rates. Asexplained in the remark at the end of Section 4.1.1, �(J) is chosen to be of the order of the smallestmass of the theory (that of the even sector) and it can be seen that for k odd vN;k (J)L goes to zeroexponentially in the �nite-size-scaling limit. Therefore, the odd sector does not contribute to the�nite-size-scaling functions, just as for case (a) of the RPN�1 universality class.29



where �N;k are the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere. Forthe RPN�1 universality class the same holds for even k. For the other universalityclasses, which include jump processes, the coe�cients eaN;k can be easily derivedfrom (4.43) for theories of Type I and its analogue (4.51) for theories of Type II.Now, from (4.61){(4.62) and (3.24)/(3.26), it follows that, for large J , we havezk � 1=[eaN;k L�(J)] . (4:64)Therefore, instead of considering the limit L; J ! 1 at zk �xed, we will equiva-lently consider the more convenient limit at L�(J) �  �xed, since the parameter will appear naturally in our formulae. Let us then de�ne the variableszk = zk(J ;L) � 1eaN;k L�(J) = 1eaN;k  . (4:65)(To leading order42 we have zk � zk. The distinction between zk and zk will becomerelevant only when we consider corrections to �nite-size scaling.) Our approachwill be to compute various quantities as a function of , and then use (4.65) tore-express everything as a function of z1 or z2. The reason for this last step isthat functions of  are universal only modulo a scale factor [corresponding to thearbitrariness of �(J)], while functions of physical continuum quantities (such as thezk) are universal tout court .4.2.2 Computation of the Finite-Size-Scaling FunctionsWe want to compute the following �nite-size-scaling functions:43eZ(0)N () � limL; J !1 �xed ZN (J ;L)=FN;0(J)L (4.66)G(0)N;k(x; ) � limL; J !1 �xed GN;k(xL; J ;L) (4.67)�(0)N;k() � limL; J !1 �xed �N;k(J ;L)L (4.68)�(2nd)(0)N;k () � limL; J !1 �xed �(2nd)N;k (J ;L)L (4.69)42More precisely we havelimJ!+1 zk(J ;L)zk(J ;L) = limJ!+1 �(exp)N;k eaN;k �(J) = 1 .43The superscript (0) indicates \leading order". The �rst corrections to these �nite-size-scalingfunctions will be computed in Section 4.3. 30



Concerning �N;k and �(2nd)N;k , it is often convenient to look at the ratiosR�;N;k(J ;L) � �N;k(J ;L)�N;k(J ;1) (4.70)R�;N;k(J ;L) � �(2nd)N;k (J ;L)�(2nd)N;k (J ;1) (4.71)Note that by (3.22)/(3.23) we have�N;k(J ;1) � 2eaN;k �(J) = 2Lzk (4.72)�(2nd)N;k (J ;1) � �(exp)N;k (J ;1) � 1eaN;k �(J) = Lzk (4.73)hence the ratios have well-behaved �nite-size-scaling limits:R(0)�;N;k() � limL;J !1 �xed R�;N;k(J ;L) = 12eaN;k  �(0)N;k() (4.74)R(0)�;N;k() � limL;J !1 �xed R�;N;k(J ;L) = eaN;k  �(2nd)(0)N;k () (4.75)The computation of the �nite-size-scaling functions (4.66){(4.69) is straightfor-ward. In the limit L; J !1 with  �xed, we havevN;k (J)L = vN;k (J)=�(J) � exp( �(J) log [ 1� eaN;k �(J) ]) � exp (� eaN;k) .(4:76)Inserting this limit in the exact expressions (3.13){(3.15) from Section 3.1, we obtaineZ(0)N () = 1Xl=0 NN;l e�eaN;l (4.77)G(0)N;k (x; ) = 1eZ(0)N () 1Xl;m=0 C2N ; k;l;mNN;k e�eaN;l e�x�N ; l;m (4.78)�(0)N;k () = 2 eZ(0)N () 1Xl;m=0 C2N ; k;l;mNN;k e�eaN;l�N ; l;m (4.79)�(2nd)(0)N;k () = 1 8>>><>>>: 1Pl;m=0 hBN ; k;l;m() = �2N ; l;m i1Pl;m=0 BN ; k;l;m() 9>>>=>>>;1=2 (4.80)31



with44 �N ; l;m � eaN;m � eaN;l (4.81)BN ; k;l;m() � C2N ; k;l;m e�eaN;l �N ; l;m4�2 + 2 �2N ; l;m (4.82)Let us notice that (4.77) can be rewritten aseZ(0)N () = Tr exp(�cH) , (4:83)where cH is the operator that generates the continuous-time Markov process corre-sponding to that universality class. For Type-I theories (except the case belongingto the RPN�1 universality class), the trace is taken in the space L2(SN�1); whilefor Type-II theories (and for the case of Type I which falls in the RPN�1 univer-sality class), the trace is taken in the space L2(RPN�1), which is isomorphic toL2(SN�1)even =L1k=0, k even EN;k and consists of the even functions on SN�1. Phys-ically, (4.83) expresses the fact that the �nite-size-scaling limit corresponds to thecontinuum theory in a �nite periodic box.Notice that since the coe�cients eaN;k are uniquely de�ned by the universalityclass of the theory, modulo a k-independent rescaling [which depends on the explicitde�nition of the scaling factor �(J) but does not a�ect the products eaN;k ], these�nite-size-scaling functions are universal modulo a rescaling of .4.2.3 An Interesting Family of Universality ClassesLet us examine in more detail the �nite-size-scaling curves for R�;N;k(J ;L). Inparticular, we want to study their dependence on the di�erent universality classesdescribed in Section 4.1. As can be seen from the explicit expression of R(0)�;N;k(), the�nite-size-scaling curve is determined completely by feaN;lg. Therefore, we considera family of universality classes parametrized by a continuous variable B, with eaN;lgiven by eaN;l = ��N;l for l even�N;l +B for l odd (4:84)(This family of universality classes was found in part (c) of the example in Section4.1.4, and will be also found for the two-parameter Hamiltonians treated in Section5.) We can get the N-vector universality class by choosing B = 0, and the RPN�1universality class by taking the limit B !1.44As mentioned in footnote 21 above, the expression (3.15) for �N;k requires some exegesis when-ever vN;l = vN;m; and correspondingly (4.79)/(4.80) require exegesis whenever eaN;l = eaN;m. In suchcases the combination e�eaN;l=�N ; l;m, which occurs in (4.79) and in the numerator of (4.80), shouldbe interpreted as e�eaN;l=2. This can be seen by going back to (3.14); it can also be obtained by the\quick-and-dirty" method of symmetrizing in l and m, treating the eaN;l as if they were independentvariables, and using l'Hôpital's rule. Note that in the N -vector and RPN�1 universality classes thisproblem occurs only when l = m (and hence k is even). However, in the more general case (4.84),for certain values of B one may have eaN;l = eaN;m for l 6= m (but only where l�m and k are odd).32



Let us �rst look at the isovector sector (k = 1). In Figure 1 we plot R(0)�;N;1()for various values of the parameter B, using as an example N = 4. The graphsare drawn not as functions of , but as functions of the more \natural" variableszk � 1=(eaN;k) de�ned in equation (4.65). In Figure 1(a) we plot versus z1, whilein Figure 1(b) we plot versus z2; di�erent aspects of the behavior can be observedin these two plots.A few interesting features that can be seen in the graphs for N = 4, and thatcan in fact be proven easily for arbitrary N , are:(i) In the limit  ! 0 (i.e. z1, z2 !1), we have lim!0R(0)�;N;k() = 0 (for �nite B).More precisely, an expansion for small  of R(0)�;N;k(;B) for arbitrary k givesR(0)�;N;k(;B) = eaN;k 2 [1 +O()]= 12zk + O 1z2k! ; (4.85)independent of B. This behavior is observed in Figure 1(a), where the dashedcurve represents (4.85).(ii) For 0 � B � 2 the curve is decreasing at small z1 (or z2), while for B > 2 itis increasing: this can be seen from a large- expansion of R(0)�;N;1().(iii) limB!1R(0)�;N;1(;B) = 1 for all �xed  > 0 (i.e. all �xed z2 <1). This behavioris observed in Figure 1(b).Let us next look at the isotensor sector (k = 2). In Figure 2 we plot the ratioR(0)�;N;2() as a function of z2 for three di�erent values of the parameter B, for thecase N = 4. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the same curves, but emphasizing di�erentranges of the variable z2. A few features that can be seen in the graphs for N = 4,and that can also be checked from the explicit formulae for general N , are thefollowing:(i) The curves are monotonically decreasing functions of the family parameter Bfor each �xed value of the abscissa z2. [We can writeR(0)�;N;k(;B) = R(0)�;N;k(; 0) � [R(0)�;N;k(; 0)�R(0)�;N;k(;1)]� eZ(0)EN ()eZ(0)N () 1Xs=0 �1� e�B�s+1 0@ eZ(0)ON ()eZ(0)N () 1As (4.86)where eZ(0)EN (or eZ(0)ON ) is eZ(0)N with the sum restricted to even (or odd) l, andall the eZN 's are evaluated at B = 0. This proves the monotonicity in B for�xed .] 33



Figure 1: Graph of the ratio R(0)�;N;1 as a function of (a) z1 and (b) z2, for thecase N = 4, for the family (4.84) of universality classes. In (a) the lowest curvecorresponds to B = 0, which is the N-vector universality class; the highest curveis B = 20; the third solid curve is the limit B ! +1; and the dashed curve isthe asymptotic behavior (4.85). In (b), the lowest curve is B = 0; the next threecurves are B = 2, B = 8 and B = 20, respectively; and the straight line is the limitB ! +1. 34



Figure 2: Graph of the ratio R(0)�;N;2 as a function of z2, for the case N = 4, forthe family (4.84) of universality classes. In (a) the highest curve is B = 0, andcorresponds to the N-vector universality class; the lowest curve is B = 1, andcorresponds to the the RPN�1 universality class; the curve in-between is B = 1. In(b) the higher curve is obtained for B = 0 and the other for B = +1; the dashedcurve is the asymptotic behavior (4.85).35



(ii) The curves coincide exponentially rapidly for large z2 (i.e. small ). Indeed,for k even, the behavior for small  is (see Appendix B.6)R(0)�;N;k (;B) = �N;k 2 PN;k() h1 +O(e��2=4)i , (4:87)where PN;k() is a polynomial independent of B. (More precisely, in AppendixB we shall prove this behavior only for k = 2, but we conjecture that itholds for all even k.) This is why the dependence on B disappears in Figure2(b) long before the curves show the asymptotic behavior (4.85). Physically,the behavior (4.87) reects the fact that the universality classes (4.84) areequivalent at all orders of perturbation theory; the B-dependence is a whollynonperturbative e�ect. A similar situation occurs in the two-dimensional �-models [5,6,7].(iii) The curve for the RPN�1 case is not monotonically decreasing as a functionof z2, but is slightly increasing for small z2. (In fact, an expansion for large shows that the function is increasing at small z2 for all values of B.)Finally, we show the kind of �nite-size-scaling plot that one usually considersin Monte Carlo simulations: here the in�nite-volume correlation lengths are notknown, so instead of zk or zk we would use the variablexk = xk(J ;L) � �(2nd)N;k (J ;L)L . (4:88)Moreover, in this case we cannot compare lattice size L with 1 [as requested in(4.70)]; rather, we must compare L with (for example) 2L [11,13]. In Figure 3(a,b)we show the analogues of Figure 1(a,b): that is, we plot the �nite-size-scalingcurves for the ratio �N;1(J ;L)=�N;1(J ; 2L) as a function of x1 and x2, respectively,for various values of B. The FSS curve for this ratio is given by �(0)N;1()=[2�(0)N;1(2)]plotted parametrically versusxk � limL;J ! 1 �xed xk(J ;L) = �(2nd)(0)N;k () : (4:89)In Figure 4 we show the analogous plot for the isotensor sector.It is interesting to compare the curves in Figures 3(a) and 4 with those comingfrom a Monte Carlo study of a similar family of universality classes in two dimen-sions [5,6,7]. The curves are qualitatively very similar, although of course they arequantitatively di�erent.Now let us compare the �nite-size-scaling curves to the explicit solution at �niteL and J . We show in Figure 5 the graph of the �nite-size-scaling function of thespin-1 susceptibility for the N = 4 N-vector universality class [namely the lowestcurve in Figure 1(a)] together with some points calculated from the exact expressionof R�;N;1(J ;L), for several values of L. More precisely, we plot:36



Figure 3: Graph of the ratio �(0)N;1()=[2�(0)N;1(2)] as a function of (a) x1 and (b) x2,for the case N = 4, for the family (4.84) of universality classes.37



Figure 4: Graph of the ratio �(0)N;2()=[2�(0)N;2(2)] as a function of x2, for the caseN = 4, for the family (4.84) of universality classes.
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Figure 5: Graph of R�;N;1(J ;L) as a function of z1 = (eaN;1)�1 for the one-dimensional N = 4 N-vector model. Symbols indicate: L = 4 (�), 8 (+), 16(�), 32 (2). The corresponding �nite-size-scaling function is also plotted.� Points: exact values of R�;N;1(J ;L) plotted versus z1 � 1=(eaN;1L�(J)) forthe N-vector model (3.2), using the formulae from Section 3.1 and vN;k(J)given by the Bessel functions in (2.32). Here �(J) = 1=(2J) and eaN;k = �N;k.� Curve: the �nite-size-scaling function R(0)�;N;1() for the N-vector universalityclass, as a function of z1 = (eaN;1)�1.Notice that for small values of L there are signi�cant corrections to �nite-size scaling.These corrections will be discussed in the next section, and we will show that theyare of order 1=L, or equivalently, of order �(J).Let us now return to the original (and most natural) scaling variables zk ��(exp)N;k (J ;1)=L. The �nite-size-scaling curves are of course the same, since zk and zkcoincide at leading order. However, the meaning of the points in the plot is di�erent,and the corrections to �nite-size scaling may di�er in the two variables. In Figure 639



Figure 6: Graph of R�;N;1(J ;L) as a function of z1 = �(exp)N;1 (J ;1)=L for the one-dimensional N = 4 N-vector model. Symbols indicate: L = 4 (�), 8 (+), 16 (�),32 (2). The corresponding �nite-size-scaling function is also plotted.we show the same data points as in Figure 5, but plotted versus z1 instead of z1. InFigure 7 we make the analogous plot for the \L=2L" FSS function plotted versusx1 (which is a close relative of z1). Clearly, the corrections to �nite-size scaling areconsiderably smaller if we use variables zk or xk rather than the variables zk. InSection 4.3 we will show that the 1=L corrections vanish in the variables zk or xk;the leading correction appears to be of order 1=L2.The fact that the plot in terms of zk or xk shows better agreement with the�nite-size-scaling curve than the plot in terms of zk can be interpreted as a mani-festation of the di�erence between \scaling" and \asymptotic scaling". As used bylattice quantum �eld theorists, these terms mean the following (see e.g. [7]): \Scal-ing" denotes the convergence to the continuum limit for dimensionless ratios oflong-distance observables and for the relations between such observables. \Asymp-totic scaling", by contrast, denotes the convergence to the asymptotic predictions40



Figure 7: Graph of �N;1(J ;L)=�N;1(J ; 2L) as a function of x1 = �(2nd)N;1 (J ;L)=L forthe one-dimensional N-vector model with N = 4. Symbols indicate: L = 4 (�), 8(+), 16 (�), 32 (2). The corresponding �nite-size-scaling function is also plotted.
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(e.g. as J ! 1) for the relation between long-distance observables (such as �or � or combinations thereof) and the \bare" parameters in the Hamiltonian (i.e.J).45 Clearly, asymptotic scaling (to a given degree of accuracy) implies scaling (tothe same degree of accuracy), but not conversely; otherwise put, the correctionsto asymptotic scaling may be much larger than the corrections to scaling. Now,R�;N;k(J ;L) � �N;k(J ;L)=�N;k(J ;1) and zk(J ;L) � �(exp)N;k (J ;1)=L are examplesof dimensionless ratios of long-distance observables, and the rapid convergence tothe continuum limit in Figure 6 is an example of rapid \scaling". On the otherhand, zk(J ;L) � 1=[eaN;k L�(J)] is an example of a bare parameter (by virtue ofits explicit dependence on J), and the slower convergence to the continuum limitin Figure 5 is an example of the less-rapid onset of \asymptotic scaling". In thismodel the corrections to asymptotic scaling are of order 1=L, while the correctionsto scaling appear to be of order 1=L2.4.3 Corrections to Finite-Size ScalingIn this section we want to compute the corrections to the �nite-size-scalingfunctions. We assume a large-J expansion of the form46vN;k (J) = 1� eaN;k �(J) + ebN;k �corr (J) + o (�corr (J)) ; (4:90)where �corr(J)=�(J) goes to zero for J ! +1.In the limit J ! +1, L!1 at L�(J) �  �xed we havevN;k (J)L = exp (� eaN;k) " 1 +  ebN;k �corr (J)�(J) � 2 ea2N;k �(J)+ o �(J), �corr (J)�(J) !#= exp(�eaN;k) h 1�  bN;k �(J) + o ��(J)� i ; (4.91)where �(J) is the more slowly decreasing of �corr(J)=�(J) and �(J), and � bN;kis the corresponding coe�cient. (Of course, if �(J) and �corr(J)=�(J) are of thesame order, then � bN;k is given by the sum of the two coe�cients.) Plugging this45In place of the bare parameters, one may alternatively use short-distance quantities such as theenergy E, inasmuch as they play a similar physical role.46In Section 4.1.2 we computed eaN;k and ebN;k for two simple cases of Hamiltonians eh(t):(i) t = 1 is the only absolute maximum and eh0(1) > 0. (This generalizes the N -vector model.)(ii) t = �1 are the only absolute maxima, eh(t) is an even function and eh0(1) > 0. (This is thesymmetric subcase of what we called in Section 4.1.2 the \second simple case": see footnote33 and the text following it. It generalizes the RPN�1 model.) As discussed before, we lookonly at the even-k sector in this case.In both simple cases we obtain the same coe�cients eaN;k, ebN;k [cf. (4.19){(4.21)]; and we have�(J) � 1=J , �corr(J) � 1=J2. 42



expression in (3.13){(3.15) we immediately obtain the corrections to the �nite-size-scaling functions. Notice that the procedure is straightforward, and by adding moreterms in the expansion (4.90) we can compute the corrections to any arbitrary order.For example for the susceptibility we obtain�N;k (J ;L) = L h�(0)N;k () + �(1)N;k () �(J) + o ��(J)� i (4:92)where �(1)N;k () = 2 eZ(0)N () 1Xl;m=0 C2N ; k;l;mNN;k e�eaN;l�N ; l;m " bN;l � bN;m�N ; l;m �  bN;l+ eZ(0)N () 1Xn=0 NN;ne�eaN;n bN;n# . (4.93)In the same way, the ratio R�;N;k(J ;L) de�ned in (4.70) is given byR�;N;k (J ;L) = R(0)�;N;k () + �(J)R(1)�;N;k () + o ��(J)� (4:94)with R(1)�;N;k () = 2 eaN;k "�(1)N;k () + bN;keaN;k�(0)N;k ()# (4:95)where we have used (4.74) and the expansion�N;k (J ;1) = 2eaN;k �(J) "1 � bN;keaN;k�(J) + o ��(J)� # . (4:96)These formulae simplify considerably in case bN;k has the simple structurebN;k = eaN;k cN (4:97)for some coe�cient cN . In this case we obtain the simple formulae�(1)N;k () = cN  dd�(0)N;k () (4.98)R(1)�;N;k () = 2 eaN;k cN dd h �(0)N;k ()i (4.99)In particular, the two simple cases mentioned above (see footnote 46) satisfy thisrequirement with cN = (N + 1) r + 1 : (4:100)Indeed, we have here �corr(J) = �(J)2, so that �(J) = �(J) � 1=[2eh0(1)J ] andbN;k = 12ea2N;k � ebN;k; the claim then follows from (4.19){(4.21). Note that R(1)�;N;1 ()here depends on r only through the global factor (N + 1)r + 1.We now study in more detail the classes satisfying (4.97).In Figure 8 we show the correction to �nite-size scaling for the spin-1 suscepti-bility for the N = 4,8 N-vector universality class (cN given by (4.100) with r = 0).We plot as a function of z1 [de�ned in (4.65)]43



Figure 8: Corrections [R�;N;1 (J ;L)�R(0)�;N;1 ()]L to the �nite-size-scaling functionof R�;N;1 (J ;L) for the one-dimensional N-vector model as a function of z1. Thehigher and lower curves correspond to N = 4 and N = 8, respectively. Symbolsindicate L = 4 (�), 8 (+), 16 (�), 32 (2). The function (4.99) (for these two valuesof N) is also plotted.� Points: the di�erence [R�;N;1 (J ;L) �R(0)�;N;1 ()]L (4:101)for the N-vector model (with N = 4, 8 and for di�erent lattice sizes) and� Curves: the corresponding limiting curves R(1)�;N;1 () given by (4.99)/(4.100)with r = 0.Now we can compare the corrections shown in Figure 8 to the corrections for thecase in which we choose z1 = �(#)N;1 (J ;1) =L as the variable in the abscissa. As wasdone in the previous section, we must replace  in formula (4.94) by its expansion44



in terms of zk to the desired order, given by = 1eaN;k zk "1 � bN;keaN;k �(J) + o ��(J)�# . (4:102)We get R�;N;1 (J ;L) = R(0)�;N;1 1eaN;k zk! + o ��(J)� . (4:103)That is, there are no corrections at order �(J) in this case; in other words, thecorrections of order 1=L found for Figure 8 are not present here! Empirically itappears that the leading corrections are in fact of order 1=L2: see Figure 9. (Thelimiting curve shown was evaluated numerically by taking a very large value of L.)The same holds for the corrections to �nite-size scaling written in terms of thevariable xk de�ned in the previous section, as shown in Figure 10. As discussedin Section 4.2.3, this is a manifestation of the di�erence between \scaling" and\asymptotic scaling".5 A Two-Parameter Family of HamiltoniansIn the previous section we have investigated the continuum limits arising froma one-parameter family of interactions. One might imagine that, by consideringmany-parameter families of Hamiltonians and taking appropriate trajectories inthe multi-parameter space, one could �nd additional continuum limits. We haveinvestigated this problem for a two-parameter family of interactions given byh(� � � ) = JV ehV (� � � ) + JT ehT (� � � ) . (5:1)We will not study the problem for generic ehV and ehT , but will restrict our discussionto the case in which ehV is an odd function and has a unique maximum at 1 whileehT is an even function and has maxima at �1. Moreover, we will assume eh0V (1) > 0and eh0T (1) > 0 and we will consider only the case JV ; JT > 0. This generalizes themixed isovector/isotensor modelh(� � � ) = JV � � � + JT2 (� � � )2 (5:2)studied in [5,6,7].We want now to �nd the critical points of these theories. Since in dimensiond = 1 no phase transition can occur for �nite values of the couplings, we mustinvestigate the limit in which at least one of the two couplings tends to in�nity. Itis trivial to see that in the limit JT ! +1 with JV �xed and �nite, one recovers theRPN�1 universality class; while in the limit JV ! +1 with JT �xed and �nite, onereobtains the N-vector universality class. It therefore remains only to investigatethe case in which both JV and JT go to in�nity.45



Figure 9: Corrections [R�;N;1 (J ;L)�R(0)�;N;1 ()]L2 to the �nite-size-scaling functionof R�;N;1 (J ;L) for the one-dimensional N-vector model as a function of z1. Thehigher and lower curves correspond to N = 4 and N = 8, respectively. Symbolsindicate: L = 4 (�), 8 (+), 16 (�), 32 (2). The corresponding limiting curve(numerically evaluated for a large value of L) is shown for both cases.
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Figure 10: Graph of f[�N;1 (J ;L) =�N;1 (J ; 2L)]�[�(0)N;1()=�(0)N;1(2 )]gL2 as a functionof x1 for the one-dimensional N = 4 N-vector model. Symbols indicate: L = 4 (�),8 (+), 16 (�), 32 (2). The corresponding limiting curve (numerically evaluated fora large value of L) is also shown.
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(a) Let us �rst consider trajectories such that JT=JV ! 0 as JV , JT ! +1. Inthis case, from (2.27), we getFN;k(JV ; JT ) = fN (JV ; JT ) "1� aVN;kJV + O  1J2V ; JTJ2V !# (5:3)where fN (JV ; JT ) = eh(1)[ 2� h0 (1) ]1=2 ��N2 �  h0 (1)2 !1�N=2 (5.4)aVN;k = 12eh0V (1) "�N;k + 14 (N � 1) (N � 3) � N2 � 14 rV # (5.5)where �N;k are the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere andrV � eh00V (1)=eh0V (1) . (5:6)Thus, in this limit ehT is an irrelevant perturbation, and we get the N-vector uni-versality class.(b) Next let us consider trajectories such that JT=JV = � with 0 < � < 1. Inthis case we can rewrite (5.1) aseh(� � � ) = JV hehV (� � � ) + �ehT (� � � ) i . (5:7)This is a one-parameter family of interactions with Hamiltonian eh which has aunique maximum at t = 1. Thus also in this case we get the N-vector universalityclass.(c) Finally, let us consider trajectories such that JT=JV ! 1. We get from(2.27) FN;k(JV ; JT ) = fN (JV ; JT ) ( 1� aTN;kJT +O 1J2T ; JVJ2T !++ (�1)k exp h�2JV ehV (1) i � 1 +O�JVJT ��) (5.8)where fN (JV , JT ) is de�ned in (5.4),aTN;k = 12 eh0T (1) " �N;k + 14 (N � 1) (N � 3) � N2 � 14 rT # (5.9)and rT � eh00T (1)=eh0T (1) . (5:10)It follows thatvN;k (JV ; JT ) � 1 � eaN;kJT � h 1� (�1)k i exp[�2JV ehV (1)] , (5:11)48



where eaN;k = �N;k2 eh0T (1) . (5:12)To go further we must distinguish three di�erent cases according to the relative sizeof the two correction terms in (5.11), i.e. according to the behavior of the productJT exp[�2JV ehV (1)].(i) Let us �rst consider trajectories for which JT exp[�2JV ehV (1)] goes to zero. Inthis case the exponential term in (5.11) goes to zero faster than the 1=JT termand can thus be dropped. We reobtain in this way the N-vector universalityclass.(ii) In the opposite case, when JT exp[�2JV ehV (1)] ! +1, the leading behavioris given by vN;k (JV ; JT ) � ( 1 � eaN;k=JT for k even1 � 2 exp[�2JV ehV (1)] for k odd (5:13)so that mN;k � ( eaN;k=JT for k even2 exp[�2JV ehV (1)] for k odd (5:14)Thus for all k oddRN;k � mN;2mN;k � eaN;22J exp[�2JV ehV (1)] ! 0 , (5:15)so that these limits belong to the RPN�1 universality class.(iii) Finally let us suppose JT exp[�2JV ehV (1)] ! B4eh0T (1) (5:16)where B is a constant. In this case we getvN;k (JV ; JT ) � 8<: 1� eaN;k=JT for k even1� � eaN;k + B4eh0T (1) � .JT for k odd (5:17)and mN;k � 12eh0T (1)JT � � �N;k for k even�N;k +B for k odd (5:18)Thus, for 0 < B <1 we �nd again the intermediate universality class (4.58)| interpolating between the N-vector and the RPN�1 universality classes| which appeared already for one-parameter Hamiltonians with maxima att = �1. 49



Let us notice that in this last case the even-spin correlation functions are equalto those of the N-vector model, while the odd-spin ones are a product of an Isingcorrelation and the corresponding N-vector correlation. This family of theoriesis parametrized by B (0 � B � 1) and all the limiting mass ratios RN;k aredetermined in terms of B as in equation (4.50). Equivalently, we can choose anyone of these ratios (with k odd) to characterize the universality class; for instancewe can use the ratio RN;1 � mN;2mN;1 = �(exp)N;1�(exp)N;2 . (5:19)In the continuum limit we haveRN;1 = 2NN � 1 +B . (5:20)Thus each theory is labeled by the ratio RN;1, which can assume any value from 0 to2N=(N � 1). Notice one special feature of d = 1: the maximum value of mN;2=mN;1is not 2 but rather is larger. This is due to the fact that in (spacetime) dimensiond = 1 scattering states cannot exist, so the usual inequality mN;2 < 2mN;1 does notapply.A Properties of Hyperspherical HarmonicsA.1 Calculation of NN;k � dim EN;kLet us begin by computing the dimension of the linear space EN;k consisting ofthe completely symmetric and traceless tensors of rank k over RN . This can bedone by computing the dimension of the space of all completely symmetric tensorsof rank k, and then subtracting from it the number of independent trace conditionsthat have to be imposed to ensure the tracelessness of these tensors. The number oflinearly independent symmetric tensors is given by �N+k�1k � (the number of ways ofplacing k prisoners in N cells), and the number of traces is given by �N+k�3k�2 � (thesame binomial as before but considering only k � 2 indices; of course this simplyvanishes if k < 2). Therefore we obtainNN;k � dimEN;k =  N + k � 1k ! �  N + k � 3k � 2 ! (A.1a)= �(N + k)k! �(N) � �(N + k � 2)(k � 2)! �(N) (A.1b)= N + 2k � 2k! �(N + k � 2)�(N � 1) (A.1c)[with the interpretation (�2)! = (�1)! =1 in (A.1b)]. This proves formula (2.2).We shall take (A.1b)/(A.1c) as the de�nition of NN;k for N noninteger. (Bycontrast, we shall always consider k to be an integer � 0.) Note that for each �xed50



integer k � 0, NN;k is a polynomial of degree k in N ; in particular, it is well-de�nedand �nite for all real N . Note also that for each �xed N (not necessarily integer),we have NN;k � 2kN�2=�(N � 1) as k!1.The simple identity NN+2;k�1 = k(N + k � 2)N(N � 1) NN;k (A:2)will play an important role in Appendix B.Finally, for integer N � 3 we have the following formula:NN;k = 2(N � 2)! �8>>>>><>>>>>: (N�4)=2Qr=0 ��k + N�22 �2 � r2� for N even � 4�k + N�22 � (N�5)=2Qr=0 ��k + N�22 �2 � �r + 12�2� for N odd � 3(A:3)In particular, for even (resp. odd) N � 3, NN;k is an even (resp. odd) polynomial inthe \shifted index" k+N�22 . Note, however, that for N = 2,NN;k is not a polynomialin k: for k � 1 we have NN;k = 2, in agreement with (A.3), but NN;0 = 1 6= 2.A.2 Some Basic FormulaeLet us now compute the integral of a product of an even number of �'s (anodd number gives trivially zero). Let us introduce, for an arbitrary vector A�, thequantity Ik (A) = Z d
(�) (A � �)2k . (A:4)As d
(�) is rotationally invariant, we have Ik (RA) = Ik (A) for every R 2 O(N),so Ik(A) depends only on jAj. Moreover, Ik is manifestly a homogeneous functionof degree 2k. Hence we must have Ik (A) = Jk [A2]k for some constant Jk. Now, as�2 = 1, we get from (A.4)@@A� @@A� Ik (A) = 2 k (2k � 1) Ik�1 (A) (A:5)A recursion relation for Jk immediately follows:Jk = 2k � 1N + 2k � 2 Jk�1 (A:6)Using J0 = 1 we obtain the general solutionJk = ��k + 12� ��N2 ���12� ��N2 + k� (A:7)51



Taking then 2k derivatives with respect to A in (A.4) we obtain the well-knownresult Z d
(�) ��1 � � ���2k = ��N2 �2k ��N2 + k� (��1�2 � � � ��2k�1�2k + . . . ) (A:8)where the terms in parentheses correspond to the (2k� 1)!! di�erent pairings of theindices.Let us now prove the orthogonality relation (2.10). This is completely equivalentto proving that for arbitrary completely symmetric and traceless tensors TN;k andUN;l we have� Z d
(�) Y �1...�kN;k (�) Y �1...�lN;l (�) � T �1...�kN;k U�1...�lN;l = �kl TN;k � UN;k . (A:9)To see this, let us �rst use the de�nition (2.3) and let us notice that the \Traces"terms do not give any contribution due to the tracelessness of TN;k and UN;l. Thusthe l.h.s. in (A.9) becomes simply�N;k �N;l Z d
(�) ��1 . . . ��k��1 . . .��l T �1...�kN;k U�1 ...�lN;l . (A:10)Then let us use (A.8). The only non-vanishing contributions come from those termswhich do not contain ��i�j or ��i�j ; such terms exist only if l = k. In this last casethere are k! equivalent contractions and we end up with�kl �2N;k 24 ��N2 �2k ��N2 + k� k!35 TN;k � UN;k = �kl TN;k � UN;k . (A:11)We thus obtain the orthogonality relation (2.10) for the Y 's, provided that they arenormalized as in (2.4).The general formula for the hyperspherical harmonics47 can be obtained by usingthe fact that they are completely symmetric and traceless. The complete symme-try, together with the needed transformation properties under SO(N), implies anexpansion of the formY �1...�kN;k (�) = �N;k bk=2cXs=0 AN;k;s P �1...�k(k;s) (�) , (A:12)where P �1...�k(k;s) (�) � ��1�2 . . . ��2s�1�2s ��2s+1 . . . ��k + permutations (A:13)and the number of permutations necessary to make P(k;s) completely symmetric is(2s � 1)!! � k2s�. Now we impose the tracelessness. We �rst note that��1�2 P �1...�k(k;s) (�) = P �3...�k(k�2;s) (�) + (N + 2k � 2s� 2)P �3...�k(k�2;s�1) (�) , (A:14)47This result is obtained in [27]. Note that in their notation P includes all the k! permutations,i.e. it is [(k � 2s)! s! 2s]�1 times our P . 52



and therefore we get, from ��1�2Y �1...�kN;k (�) = 0, the recursion relationAN;k;s�1 + (N + 2k � 2s� 2)AN;k;s = 0 . (A:15)Imposing the normalization AN;k;0 = 1, we �ndAN;k;s = (�1)s2s ��N2 + k � s� 1���N2 + k � 1� . (A:16)Thus we can writeY �1...�kN;k (�) = �N;k bk=2cXs=0 (�1)s2s ��N2 + k � s� 1���N2 + k � 1� P �1...�k(k;s) (�) . (A:17)Let us now discuss the relation between the hyperspherical harmonics and theGegenbauer polynomials. From Section 2 we know that Y 1...1N;k (�) is the restrictionto the unit sphere of a degree-k harmonic polynomial. Moreover it depends only on�1, so that the polynomial can be written as rkPk (x1=r) where r = jxj. Requiringthe polynomial to satisfy Laplace's equation we get for Pk(x) the equation(1� x2) d2Pkdx2 � x (N � 1) dPkdx + k (N + k � 2) Pk = 0 (A:18)The regular solution of this equation48 is the Gegenbauer polynomial CN=2�1k (x).The normalization is �xed by the requirement thatY 1...1N;k (�) = �N;k(�1)k + lower-order terms (A:19)We thus get49 Y 1...1N;k (�) = N2 + k � 1��N2 ��N;k ���N2 � 1�C N2 �1k (�1) � (A:20)which, using the fact that CN=2�1k (1) =  N + k � 3k ! (A:21)gives (2.23).Note that we could have derived (A.17) by using (2.23) and the expansion ofthe Gegenbauer polynomials [see [19], formula 14 (p. 294)].48See [31], p. 1031.49Note that this formula is well-de�ned in the limit N ! 2. See footnote 14.53



A.3 The Projector onto Symmetric Traceless TensorsUsing properties 1 to 4 of the projector I�1...�k ;�1...�kN;k we can derive its generalexpression. We start by noting that the most general form satisfying the symmetryproperties 1 and 2 is I�1...�k ;�1...�kN;k = bk=2cXs=0 BN;k;sQ�1...�k;�1...�k(k;s) , (A:22)where Q�1...�k ;�1...�k(k;s) � ��1�2 . . . ��2s�1�2s ��1�2 . . . ��2s�1�2s ��2s+1�2s+1 . . . ��k�k+ permutations (A.23)[i.e. there are s �'s among the �'s, s among the �'s, and k � 2s connecting the �'swith the �'s] and the number of permutations necessary to make Q(k;s) completelysymmetric is given by  k!s! 2s!2 1(k � 2s)! . (A:24)Now notice that a consequence of properties 3 and 4 isI�1...�k;�1...�kN;k Y �1...�kN;k = �N;k I�1...�k;�1...�kN;k ��1 . . .��k = Y �1...�kN;k (A:25)If we substitute in this expression the general formula (A.17) for Y �1...�kN;k and formula(A.22), we obtain BN;k;s = AN;k;s 2s s!k! . (A:26)Therefore we get the general expressionI�1...�k ;�1...�kN;k = bk=2cXs=0 (�1)s s!k! ��N2 + k � s� 1���N2 + k � 1� Q�1...�k;�1...�k(k;s) (A:27)We must now check the (A.27) satis�es properties 3 and 4. Property 4 followsimmediately:I�1...�k ;�1...�kN;k T �1...�kN;k = 1k! Q�1...�k ;�1...�k(k;0) T �1...�kN;k = T �1...�kN;k , (A:28)where in the �rst step we used the tracelessness of TN;k and in the second itssymmetry. In order to prove property 3 let us introducebP �1...�k(k;s) (u) � (u2)s P �1...�k(k;s) (u) (A.29)bY �1...�kN;k (u) � �N;k bk=2cXs=0 AN;k;s bP �1...�k(k;s) (u) (A.30)where u is an arbitrary vector. We note that@@u�1 . . . @@u�k bP �1...�k(k;s) (u) = 2s s!Q�1 ...�k;�1...�k(k;s) (A:31)54



and therefore we can writeI�1...�k ;�1...�kN;k = 1�N;k k! @@u�1 . . . @@u�k bY �1...�kN;k (u) . (A:32)Also, from (A.29), we obtain��1�2 bP �1...�k(k;s) (u) = u2 bP �3...�k(k�2;s) (u) + (N + 2k � 2s� 2) bP �3...�k(k�2;s�1) (u) ; (A:33)from this and (A.15) it follows that��1�2 bY �1...�kN;k (u) = 0 (A:34)and therefore property 3 is satis�ed.Finally, using (2.25), we can prove the trace formula (2.16). Indeed from theorthogonality relations (2.10), summing over all indices we haveI�1...�k;�1...�kN;k = Z d
(�) YN;k (�) � YN;k (�) (A:35)The scalar product in the r.h.s. is rotationally invariant and as such it does notdepend on �. Choosing � = w � (1, 0, . . . , 0) and using (2.25) we getI�1...�k;�1...�kN;k = YN;k(w) � YN;k(w) = Y 1...1N;k (w) �N;k = NN;k (A:36)A.4 Expansions in Terms of Hyperspherical HarmonicsWe want now to discuss the convergence of the expansion (2.18). We will beginby showing the following result: given a generic (real) tensor T �1...�kN;k , the hyper-spherical harmonics satisfy the inequality[TN;k � YN;k(�) ]2 � (TN;k � TN;k) NN;k . (A:37)Indeed, using Schwarz's inequality and (2.25), we getjTN;k � YN;k (�) j2 � (TN;k � TN;k) [ YN;k (�) � YN;k (�) ]= (TN;k � TN;k) [ YN;k (w) � YN;k (w) ]= (TN;k � TN;k) NN;k (A.38)Moreover, equality in (A.37) is possible only for those � for whichT �1...�kN;k =  Y �1...�kN;k (�) (A:39)for some constant . This requires �rst of all T �1...�kN;k to be symmetric and traceless.The constant  is easily obtained squaring the previous relation:2 = (TN;k � TN;k)NN;k . (A:40)55



Now let us consider the special case T �1...�kN;k = Y �1...�kN;k (w) withw � (1, 0, . . . , 0)and k � 1. Equality in (A.37) is possible only ifY �1...�kN;k (�) = �Y �1...�kN;k (w) . (A:41)We will now prove that if N � 3, this implies � = �w. Let us �rstly notice that if� satis�es (A.41), then every �0 = R� with R 2 SO (N) such that Rw = w alsosatis�es (A.41). Now if � 6= w there exists an index � 6= 1 such that �� 6= 0. IfN � 3, we can consider rotations R in the (�,�)-plane (with � 6= 1) and generatesolutions �0 with �0� assuming any value between ��� and ��. This means that(A.41) with �1 = . . . = �k = � has an in�nite number of solutions, which isimpossible as this is a polynomial equation in ��. Thus for N � 3 we must have� = �w. This result can easily be rephrased in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials:since CN=2�1k (1) > 0, it implies thatjCN=2�1k (x)j < CN=2�1k (1) (A:42)for �1 < x < 1 and k � 1.For N = 2 the previous result is not true. Indeed in this case every � =(cos�j=k; sin�j=k) with j = 1, 2, . . . , k is a solution of (A.41). To show this let usnotice that dimE2;k = 2 for all k so that there are only two independent equationsto satisfy. Using complex indices � = 1�i2 and noticing that, since �++ = ��� = 0,we obtain Y + ...+2;k = �2;k �+ . . . �+ = �2;k eik� (A.43a)Y � ...�2;k = �2;k �� . . . �� = �2;k e�ik� (A.43b)where � = (cos �; sin �). Therefore, equations (A.41) are equivalent toeik� = �1 (A.44a)e�ik� = �1 (A.44b)which proves the result.To discuss the convergence of the series (2.18) let us �rstly notice that1Xk=0 ef�1 ...�kk ef�1...�kk = 1Xk=0 Z d
(�) d
(� ) f (�) f (� ) Y �1...�kN;k (�) Y �1...�kN;k (� ) .(A:45)Using the completeness relation (2.20) we get1Xk=0 ef�1...�kk ef�1...�kk = Z d
(�) jf (�)j2 , (A:46)which is the Plancherel identity for harmonic analysis in SN�1. Now let us consider,instead of f , the function Lnf where L is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. In thiscase ef�1...�kk is replaced by �nN;k ef�1...�kk , and thus we obtain1Xk=0 �2nN;k ef�1...�kk ef�1...�kk = Z d
(�) jLnf(�)j2 . (A:47)56



If now f is C1 function, the integral is �nite for all n. Thus the sum on thel.h.s. is converging for all n. As �N;k � k2 for k ! 1 we get that, for every n,k2n ef�1...�kk ef�1...�kk ! 0 for k !1. This implies that all coe�cients ef�1...�kk decreasefaster than any inverse power of k. To prove the convergence of the series (2.18) itis then enough to notice that jY �1...�kN;k j � (NN;k)1=2 and that NN;k behaves for largek as kN�2.In general we can writef (� � � ) = 1Xk;h=0 ef�1...�k;�1...�hN ;k;h Y �1...�kN;k (�)Y �1...�hN;h (� ) . (A:48)Invariance under rotations givesT �1...�k;1 ...kN;k (R)T �1...�h;�1...�hN;h (R) ef1...k;�1...�hN ;k;h = ef�1...�k;�1...�hN ;k;h (A:49)for every rotation R 2 SO(N). Then, by Schur's lemma,ef�1...�k;�1...�hN ;k;h = �kh I�1...�k;�1...�hN;k FN;k (A:50)so that f (� � � ) = 1Xk=0 FN;k YN;k (�) � YN;k (� ) . (A:51)Let us now discuss the properties of the coe�cients FN;k in (2.27). The secondproperty follows immediately from the previous discussion. We want now to provethat, if f (t) is positive for t 2 [�1; 1], then jFN;kj < FN;0 for k � 1. Indeed fromthe de�nition and (A.42) we getjFN;kj � Z 1�1 dt (1 � t2)(N�3)=2 f(t) ������CN=2�1k (t)CN=2�1k (1) ������< Z 1�1 dt (1 � t2)(N�3)=2 f(t)= FN;0 . (A.52)A.5 Clebsch-Gordan Coe�cientsLet us now discuss the computation of the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients (2.36).For arbitrary completely symmetric and traceless tensors TN;k, UN;l and VN;m, wewant to computeZ d
(�) [ TN;k � YN;k (�) ] [UN;l � YN;l (�) ] [ VN;m � YN;m (�) ] . (A:53)Using the de�nition (2.3) of the hyperspherical harmonics this reduces to�N;k �N;l �N;m Z d
(�) h ��1 . . . ��k ��1 . . .��l �1 . . .�m� T �1...�kN;k U�1...�lN;l V 1...mN;m i (A.54)57



From this we see that the integral vanishes if k + l +m is odd. On the other handif k + l+m is even we can use (A.8). We must now compute how many scalars wecan construct with the three tensors. It is easy to see that there is only one possiblescalar, with the following structure: i indices of TN;k are contracted with i indicesof VN;m, j indices of VN;m are contracted with j indices of UN;l and h indices of UN;lare contracted with h indices of TN;k. Here i = (k +m � l)=2, j = (m � k + l)=2and h = (l+ k�m)=2. Of course i, j and h must be positive and this is equivalentto jl� kj � m � l+ k. We must then compute the combinatorial factor, i.e. in howmany ways this scalar can be constructed. We �nd ki!  lh!  mj ! i! j! h! = k! l!m!i! j! h! . (A:55)Thus the integral becomes�N;k �N;l �N;m�2N;k+j (k + j)! k! l! m!i! j! h! T a1...aib1 ...bhN;k U b1...bhc1...cjN;l V a1...aic1...cjN;m . (A:56)Formula (2.36) immediately follows.Finally we want to discuss the computation of C2N ; k;l;m. Using (2.36) and (2.34)we getC2N ; k;l;m = Z d
(�) C�1...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ; k;l;m Y �1...�kN;k (�) Y �1...�lN;l (�) Y 1...mN;m (�)= �N;k �N;l �N;m�2N;k+j (k + j)! k! l! m!i! j! h!� Z d
(�) Y �1...�i�1...�hN;k (�) Y �1...�h1...jN;l (�) Y 1...j�1...�iN;m (�) (A.57)where i = (k +m � l)=2, j = (m � k + l)=2 and h = (l + k �m)=2. The quantitywhich remains inside the integral is a scalar; as such it is �-independent and thuswe can drop the integration.To compute the remaining contraction let us use the general expression for thehyperspherical harmonics given in (A.17). Then a straightforward combinatorialexercise givesP �1...�i�1...�h(k;s) (�) Y �1...�h1...jN;l (�) Y 1...j�1...�iN;m (�) =s! hs! is!�a1 . . .�ah�s �b1 . . . �bi�s Y a1...ah�sc1...cj+sN;l (�) Y b1 ...bi�sc1...cj+sN;m (�)(A.58)Note that this gives zero if s > h or s > i. Now let us de�ne xk as�� Y ��1...�k�1N;k (�) = xk Y �1...�k�1N;k�1 (�) (A:59)It follows that kYm=1 xm = ��1 . . .��k Y �1...�kN;k (�) = NN;k�N;k (A:60)58



and therefore we obtain xk = NN;k�N;k �N;k�1NN;k�1 (A:61)Thus (A.58) becomess! hs! is!NN;j+s NN;l�N;l NN;m�N;m �N;l�h+sNN;l�h+s �N;m�i+sNN;m�i+s (A:62)and we get the �nal resultC2N ; k;l;m = �2N;k NN;l NN;m�2N;k+j (k + j)! k! l! m!i! j! h! �MXs=0 (�1)s2s ��N2 + k � s� 1���N2 + k � 1� s! hs! is! �2N;j+sNN;j+s (A.63)where M = min(bk=2c; i; h) with i = (k + m � l)=2, j = (m � k + l)=2 andh = (l+ k�m)=2. We remind the reader that (A.63) holds only when k+ l+m iseven and jl � kj � m � l + k; in all other cases, C2N ; k;l;m = 0.There is another way of computing C2N ; k;l;m. Using (2.35) we can writeC2N ; k;l;m = Z d
(�)d
(� ) [YN;k(�) � YN;k(� )] [YN;l(�) � YN;l(� )] [YN;m(�) � YN;m(� )](A:64)The integrand is only a function of � � � . Thus, using the rotational invarianceof the measure, we can �x one of the two spins to an arbitrary value. Let us set� = w � (1, 0, . . . , 0). We obtain, after integrating in d
(� ),C2N ; k;l;m = Z d
(�) [YN;k(�) � YN;k(w)] [YN;l(�) � YN;l(w)] [YN;m(�) � YN;m(w)](A:65)and by using (2.23) we end up withC2N ; k;l;m = SN�1SN NN;kNN;lNN;m �� Z 1�1 dt (1� t2)(N�3)=2 CN=2�1k (t)CN=2�1k (1) CN=2�1l (t)CN=2�1l (1) CN=2�1m (t)CN=2�1m (1) (A.66)If one of the three indices k; l;m is �xed to some speci�c value this integral iseasily done using the recursion relations of the Gegenbauer polynomials and theirorthogonality properties [31]. In this way we have checked the general formula(A.63) for k = 1; 2 and l;m arbitrary.A.6 6{j SymbolsIn this section we will discuss briey the 6{j symbols. In dimension d = 1 theyappear in the computation of the four-point function (not treated in this paper),59
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fFigure 11: Graph showing the spin assignments in the 6{j symbolRN (a; b; c; d; e; f).Each vertex denotes a Clebsch-Gordan coe�cient.and in higher dimensions they play a crucial role in deriving high-temperatureexpansions even for the two-point function.The 6{j symbols (also called Racah symbols) are O(N)-scalars de�ned byRN (a; b; c; d; e; f) = C�1...�a;�1...�d;1...cN ;a;d;c C�1...�a;�1...�b;�1...�eN ;a;b;eC�1...�d;�1...�e;�1...�fN ;d;e;f C�1...�b;1...c;�1...�fN ;b;c;f : (A.67)See Figure 11 for a graphical representation. The tetrahedral symmetry which isenjoyed by the 6{j symbols for N = 3 [35] is trivially true also for generic N . Adi�erent conventional notation for N = 3 is ( a b cf d e ).We have not yet been able to compute a general formula for the 6{j symbols,but we have computed a very large class of special cases: among others, those inwhich one of the spins (say, a) takes the value 1 or 2, while the other �ve spins takearbitrary values. This class of special cases is su�cient for computing the high-temperature expansion of the SN�1 �-model in general dimension d up to ratherhigh order [28].We begin by deriving a completeness relation for the 6{j symbols. To do this,let us �rst prove two properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients. Using theirde�nition in terms of hyperspherical harmonics and the completeness relation (2.20)we can easily prove the crossing relationXp C�1...�p;�1...�k;1 ...lN ;p;k;l C�1...�p;�1...�m;�1...�nN ;p;m;n = Xp C�1...�p;�1...�k ;�1...�mN ;p;k;m C�1...�p;1...l;�1...�nN ;p;l;n :(A:68)60



The second relation we need, which follows immediately from Schur's lemma, isC�1...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ;k;l;m C�1...�k ;�1...�l;�1...�nN ;k;l;n = �m;n 1NN;m I1...m;�1...�mN;m C2N ;k;l;m : (A:69)Inserting these two relations in (A.67) we getXa R(a; b; c; d; e; f) = 1NN;f C2N ;d;e;f C2N ;b;c;f : (A:70)Next let us computeKN;p;k;l;m � C�1...�p�1...�k;�1...�p�1...�l;1...mN ;k+p;l+p;m C�1...�k;�1...�l;1...mN ;k;l;m : (A:71)Using (2.36) we getKN;p;k;l;m = �N;k �N;l �N;m�2N;k+j (k + j)! k! l!m!i! j!h! �C�1...�p�1...�i�1...�h;�1...�p�1...�h1...j ;1...j�1...�iN ;k+p;l+p;m : (A.72)where i = (m+k� l)=2, j = (m+ l�k)=2 and h = (l+k�m)=2. Now, using again(2.36) we also haveC2N ;k+p;l+p;m = �N;k+p �N;l+p �N;m�2N;k+j+p (k + j + p)! (k + p)! (l + p)!m!i! j! (h+ p)! �C�1...�p�1...�i�1...�h;�1...�p�1...�h1...j;1 ...j�1...�iN ;k+p;l+p;m : (A.73)Comparing, we getKN;p;k;l;m = �N;k �N;l�N;k+p �N;l+p �2N;k+j+p (k + j + p)!�2N;k+j (k + j)! �k! l! (h+ p)!(k + p)! (l + p)!h! C2N ;k+p;l+p;m : (A.74)Using this result we can now compute RN(p; k + p; l + p; l; k;m). Indeed, using(2.36) we get immediatelyRN (p; k + p; l + p; l; k;m) = �2N;p �N;l �N;k�N;p+l �N;p+k KN;p;k;l;m : (A:75)Let us now derive a few other particular cases which are relevant for high-temperature expansions.Let us �rst consider the case in which one of the spins appearing in the 6{jsymbols (say, a) is 1. In this case, using the tetrahedral symmetry, one can seethat all non-vanishing symbols can be rewritten as RN (1; k + 1; l + 1; l; k;m) orRN (1; k + 1; l � 1; l; k;m), with k; l arbitrary and jk � lj � m � k + l in the �rstcase, max(jk � lj; jk � l + 2j) � m � k + l in the second one. The �rst quantity61



is a particular case of (A.75), while the second one can be computed using thecompleteness relation (A.70). Indeed we haveRN (1; k + 1; l � 1; l; k;m) = �RN (1; k + 1; l + 1; l; k;m) + 1NN;k C2N ;1;k;k+1C2N ;k;l;m :(A:76)Let us next consider the case in which one of the spins (say, a) is 2. Using thetetrahedral symmetry one can rewrite all the non-vanishing 6{j symbols in one ofthe following forms: A(1)N ;k;l;m = RN (2; k + 2; l+ 2; l; k;m) (A.77)A(2)N ;k;l;m = RN (2; k; l + 2; l; k;m) (A.78)A(3)N ;k;l;m = RN (2; k � 2; l+ 2; l; k;m) (A.79)A(4)N ;k;l;m = RN (2; k; l; l; k;m) (A.80)with k and l arbitrary, m < l + k, and m > jl � kj for A(1)N ;k;l;m and A(4)N ;k;l;m,m > max(jl�kj; jl�k+2j) for A(2)N ;k;l;m, andm > max(jl�kj; jl�k+4j) for A(3)N ;k;l;m.Using the completeness relation (A.70) we can rewrite the last two quantities interms of the others. IndeedA(3)N ;k;l;m = �A(1)N ;k;l;m �A(2)N ;k;l;m + 1NN;l C2N ;2;l;l+2 C2N ;k;m;l (A.81)A(4)N ;k;l;m = �A(2)N ;l;k;m �A(2)N ;l;k�2;m + 1NN;l C2N ;2;l;l C2N ;k;m;l (A.82)A(1)N ;k;l;m is a particular case of (A.75). To compute A(2)N ;k;l;m, we �rst use (2.36) togetA(2)N ;k;l;m = 2kk + 1 �2N;2 �2N;k �N;l�2N;k+1 �N;l+2 C��1...l;��1...�k�1;�1...�mN ;l+2;k;m C1...l;��1...�k�1;�1...�mN ;l;k;m : (A:83)Then, using again (2.36) and (A.22)/(A.23)/(A.26) we getA(2)N ;k;l;m = 2kk + 1 �2N;2 �2N;k �N;l�2N;k+1 �N;l+2 C��1...l;��1...�k�1;�1...�mN ;l+2;k;m �" �N;k �N;l�N;k�1 �N;l+1 C�1...l;�1...�k�1;�1...�mN ;l+1;k�1;m +(k � 1)AN;k;1 �N;k�N;k�2���1 C1 ...l ;�2...�k�1;�1...�mN ;l;k�2;m # : (A.84)[where AN;k;1 is de�ned in (A.16)], and thusA(2)N ;k;l;m = N(N + 2) kk + 1 �3N;k �N;l�2N;k+1 �N;k�1 �N;l+2 �" �N;l�N;l+1 KN;1;l+1;k�1;m � �N;k�2�N;k�1 KN;2;l;k�2;m# : (A.85)62



B Finite-Size-Scaling Functions for the Univer-sality Classes (4.84)In this appendix we want to study the �nite-size-scaling functions for the one-parameter family of universality classes (4.84): this family is parametrized by areal number B 2 [0;+1], and interpolates between the N-vector universality class(B = 0) and the RPN�1 universality class (B =1). In particular, we want to studythe asymptotic behavior in the perturbative regime ( ! 0), and show that in theeven-spin sectors (k = 2; 4; . . .) the �nite-size-scaling functions are independent ofB modulo nonperturbative corrections of order roughly e��2=4. (We will succeedhere in doing this only for k = 2, but we conjecture that it is true for all even k.)The basic idea can be seen in the simple case of the partition-function scalingfunction eZ(0)N (), de�ned in (4.77). We haveeZ(0)N (;B) � 1Xl=0 NN;l e�eaN;l (B.1a)= 1Xl = 0l even NN;l e��N;l + e�B 1Xl = 0l odd NN;l e��N;l (B.1b)= 1 + e�B2 eZ+N () + 1� e�B2 eZ�N () ; (B.1c)where we have de�ned eZ�N() � 1Xl=0 (�1)l NN;l e��N;l . (B:2)It is easy to see that eZ+N () is of order �(N�1)=2 as  ! 0: roughly speaking, forsmall  the sum over l can be replaced by an integral. On the other hand, weshall show that eZ�N () is exponentially small as  ! 0: more precisely, it is oforder e��2=4�(N� 32 ). Thus, the B-dependence of eZ(0)N (;B) is given by the trivialprefactor (1 + e�B)=2, up to nonperturbative corrections of order roughly e��2=4.A similar result will be shown for the numerator of the susceptibility scalingfunction �(0)N;k(;B) [see (4.79)] for k = 2, from which it will follow that �(0)N;2(;B)is independent of B modulo nonperturbative corrections of order roughly e��2=4.The crux of the matter will thus be to control the behavior of eZ�N () [and theanalogous numerator functions] as  ! 0. For N = 2 this is a simple consequenceof the Poisson summation formula [(B.6) below]:eZ+N=2() � 1Xl=�1 e�l2 =  �!1=2 1Xm=�1 e�(�2=)m2 (B.3)eZ�N=2() � 1Xl=�1 (�1)l e�l2 =  �!1=2 1Xm=�1 e�(�2=)(m+12)2 (B.4)63



Likewise, for N = 3 the Poisson summation formula controls eZ� (though not eZ+):eZ�N=3() � e=4 1Xl=�1(�1)l (l+12) e�(l+ 12 )2 = e=4  �!3=2 1Xm=�1(�1)m (m+12) e�(�2=)(m+ 12 )2 :(B:5)We shall derive the analogous identities for general N , by two alternative methods:(a) by developing generalizations of the Poisson summation formula (Sections B.1and B.4); and(b) by di�erentiating the identities for N = 2 or N = 3 with respect to  [e.g.(B.42)].B.1 Generalized Poisson Summation FormulaeLet f 2 S(R) [i.e. f is a function of one real variable that is in�nitely di�eren-tiable and that together with all its derivatives vanishes at in�nity faster than anyinverse power], and de�ne bf(t) = R1�1 e�itxf(x) dx. Then we have the well-knownPoisson summation formula 1Xk=�1 f(k) = 1Xl=�1 bf (2�l) (B:6)and its (less well-known) one-sided generalizationf(0) + 2 1Xk=1 f(k) = 1Xl=�1 bf (2�l) + i2�P1Z�1 cot t2 bf (t) dt ; (B:7)where P denotes Cauchy principal value at each of the singularities of the inte-grand. For a proof, see [36, pp. 31{32 and 64{65]. Here we will prove the followinggeneralization of the one-sided Poisson formula: for any real N ,1Xk=0NN;k f(k) = 12� 1Z�1KN (t) bf(t) dt ; (B:8)where KN (t) � lim�#0 1 + ei(t+i�)(1 � ei(t+i�))N�1 (B.9a)= e�it(N�2)=2 lim�#0 2 cos t+i�2(�2i sin t+i�2 )N�1 (B.9b)� e�it(N�2)=2LN(t) (B.9c)64



is a well-de�ned distribution in S 0(R).50 Note also the recursion formulaLN+2(t) = 1N(N � 1) "� d2dt2 � �N � 22 �2#LN(t) : (B:10)For N integer � 2, we can make (B.8)/(B.9) more explicit:1Xk=0NN;k f(k) = N�2Xn=0 cN;n 1Xl=�1 bf (n)(2�l) + 12�P1Z�1 1 + eit(1 � eit)N�1 bf(t) dt (B.11a)= N�2Xn = 0n +N evenecN;n 1Xl=�1 (�1)Nl dndtn he�it(N�2)=2 bf (t)i���t=2�l +12�P1Z�1 2 cos t2(�2i sin t2)N�1 e�it(N�2)=2 bf (t) dt ; (B.11b)where the cN;n and ecN;n are Laurent coe�cients (see below), and of course bf (n)denotes the nth derivative of bf . For N = 2 we will have c2;0 = ec2;0 = 1, so that inthis case (B.11) reduces to (B.7).We start from the well-known identity1Xk=0 �(N + k)�(N) zkk! = (1� z)�N ; (B:12)valid for complex z in the disc jzj < 1. (If N is noninteger, we of course take thebranch that equals 1 at z = 0.) Using the expression (A.1b) for NN;k, it followsimmediately thatFN (z) � 1Xk=0NN;k zk = (1� z)�N (1� z2)= (1� z)�(N�1)(1 + z) : (B.13)We will use this identity to construct a \complex-variables" proof of (B.8)/(B.9) and(B.11). [It would be interesting to know whether there is a simple \real-variables"proof, as indeed there is for (B.6) and (B.7): see e.g. Ref. [36], pp. 31{32 and 64{65.]50The existence of (B.9) in the sense of tempered distributions is a consequence of the followingtheorem [37, Theorem 2{10, pp. 62{63]: If f is analytic in the strip 0 < Im z < R and satis�esthere the bound jf(x + iy)j � C(1 + jxjp)y�r for some C; p; r < 1, then limy#0 f(x + iy) existsin S0(R). Sketch of Proof: For a test function g 2 S(R), de�ne h(y) = R f(x + iy) g(x) dx.We can compute the derivatives of h using the analyticity of f and integration by parts: h(n)(y) =(�i)n R f(x + iy) g(n)(x) dx. It follows that jh(n)(y)j � Cn kgkp;n y�r for a Schwartz norm k � kp;n.Starting from n > r and using the fundamental theorem of calculus, it is easy to show that limy#0 h(y)exists, with uniform bounds in terms of a Schwartz norm of g. Q.E.D. See also [38, Section 12.2,Corollary 4, p. 192] for a similar result. 65



Let us begin by assuming that the function f , in addition to lying in S(R),satis�es the bounds jf (n)(x)j � Cne��jxj for some constants Cn <1 and � > 0; laterwe will relax this assumption. It follows from this that bf(t) is analytic in the stripj Im tj < �; moreover, in this strip bf vanishes faster than any inverse power of jRe tjwhen jRe tj ! 1. So we can use the representationf(k) = 12� 1Z�1 eitk bf (t) dt ; (B:14)where the contour of integration runs slightly above the real axis (say, at Im t = �with 0 < � < �). It follows that1Xk=0NN;k f(k) = 12� 1Xk=0NN;k 1Z�1 (eit)k bf (t) dt : (B:15)This joint sum/integral is absolutely convergent (since jeitj = e�� < 1 and bf(t)decays rapidly at in�nity), so we can interchange the summation and integration.Using (B.13), we obtain1Xk=0NN;k f(k) = 12� 1Z�1 1 + eit(1� eit)N�1 bf (t) dt ; (B:16)where the integration still runs at Im t = �. Since the value of the integral isindependent of � (for 0 < � < �), we can trivially take � # 0, thus proving (B.8)/(B.9)for functions f satisfying the above restrictions.It is easy to remove the assumption that f and its derivatives decay exponen-tially. Just apply the foregoing result to f�(x) � f(x)e��x2 and let � # 0. Then cf�equals bf convoluted with a Gaussian (4��)�1=2e�t2=4�, and this Gaussian tends (inthe sense of distributions) to a delta function as � # 0; therefore, cf� ! bf in S(R) as� # 0. In particular, the right-hand side of (B.8), taken on cf�, tends as � # 0 to itsvalue taken on bf : this is an immediate consequence of the fact that KN (t) de�nesa distribution in S 0(R). On the other hand, the left-hand side of (B.8) converges toits � = 0 value by virtue of the dominated convergence theorem.Let us now assume that N is an integer � 2, and let us again temporarilyassume that f and its derivatives decay exponentially. Then the integral (B.16) atIm t = � can be written as the half-sum of the integrals taken over Im t = �� plusthe half-di�erence. Now the half-sum is, by de�nition, precisely the principal-valueintegral in (B.11a)51; on the other hand, the half-di�erence is ��i times the sum ofthe residues at the poles t = 2�l (l integer). Using the Laurent expansion1 + eit(1� eit)N�1 = 1Xm=�(N�1) aN;m tm (B:17)51Our \principal-value integral" is the same as the \canonical regularization" of Gel'fand andShilov [36, Sections I.3 and I.4]. Note, in particular, equations (6), (7), (12) and (13) in Section I.4.4(pp. 94{95). 66



around t = 0 (and of course an identical expansion at each pole t = 2�l, l integer),we obtain (B.11a) with cN;n = � i2 aN;�n�1n! : (B:18)We can see that the leading term in the Laurent expansion is aN;�(N�1) = 2iN�1,and hence the highest-derivative coe�cient in (B.11a) is cN;N�2 = �iN=(N �2)!. Inparticular, for N = 2 we have c2;0 = 1, so that (B.11a) reproduces (B.7).Equivalently, we can use the Laurent expansion2 cos t2(�2i sin t2)N�1 = 1Xm=�(N�1) eaN;m tm (B:19)around t = 0 (and of course an identical expansion multiplied by (�1)Nl at eachpole t = 2�l, l integer). Note that eaN;m 6= 0 only when m+N is odd. We thereforeobtain (B.11b) with ecN;n = � i2 eaN;�n�1n! : (B:20)Note that ecN;n 6= 0 only when n+N is even. The leading terms are eaN;�(N�1) = 2iN�1and hence ecN;N�2 = �iN=(N�2)!. From (B.10) we can derive the recursion relationeaN+2;m = � 1N(N � 1) "(m+ 2)(m + 1)eaN;m+2 + �N � 22 �2 eaN;m# ; (B:21)which together with the initial conditions ea2;�1 = 2i and ea3;�2 = �2 yields all thecoe�cients. Unfortunately, we have been unable to �nd a closed-form solution forthis recursion relation.The assumption that f and its derivatives decay exponentially can be removedas before, using the fact that both terms on the right-hand side of (B.11a)/(B.11b)de�ne distributions in S 0(R).If N is a real number < 2 (not necessarily integer), we can rewrite the kernelKN (t) in a somewhat more explicit form. Note that Re(1 � ei(t+i�)) > 0 for all t,hence j arg(1� ei(t+i�))j < �=2. It follows thatKN (t) = 22�N ei(N�1)�=2 j cos t2 jj sin t2jN�1 ei'(t) ; (B:22)where '(t) = � N � 22 � (t mod 2�) (B:23)and t mod 2� is taken to lie in the interval [0; 2�). Since N < 2, (B.22) de�nesa locally absolutely integrable function, hence is unambiguous as a distribution.Equivalently, we can writeLN(t) � eiN�22 tKN (t) = 22�N ei(N�1)�=2 j cos t2jj sin t2jN�1 ei (t) ; (B:24)67



where  (t) � '(t) + N � 22 t = �(N � 2) bt=2�c (B:25)and bxc denotes the largest integer � x.For N � 2 these formulae are ill-de�ned because KN (t) has nonintegrable sin-gularities at t = 2�l (l integer). For noninteger N > 2, explicit formulae can beobtained by using the recursion formula (B.10) [starting from (B.24) at someN < 2]together with integration by parts. (More precisely, integration by parts is how onede�nes the derivative of a distribution!)Finally, let us go back to (B.9b,c) and note an interesting property of the kernelLN (valid for all N): we claim that if we decompose LN(t) into its symmetric andantisymmetric parts around t = �,L�N (t) � 12 [LN (t) �LN (2� � t)] ; (B:26)then the symmetric part L+N (t) vanishes on the interval 0 < t < 2� (i.e. it issupported outside this interval). Proof: The numerator cos t+i�2 is obviously anti-symmetric around t = � in the limit � # 0. As for the denominator, the functionvalues sin t+i�2 and sin (2��t)+i�2 belong to the same Riemann sheet of the functionzN�1 provided that 0 < t < 2� (and not otherwise), so that in this case they tendas � # 0 to the same point on the Riemann surface. Therefore, the denominator issymmetric around t = � in the limit � # 0, for 0 < t < 2� (and only there). Q.E.D.Of course, the same argument can be made around any point t = (2l + 1)�, linteger: the symmetric part vanishes on the interval 2�l < t < 2�(l + 1).This symmetry/support property is of particular relevance in case the functione�iN�22 t bf(t) is symmetric around t = � (as will be the case in our application below).B.2 Some Generalized Theta FunctionsNow we want to apply the generalized Poisson summation formulae to analyzethe asymptotic behavior as  ! 0 of some generalized theta functions. Let us de�neZN;�;�() � 1Xk=0NN;k eik� e�(k+�)2 ; (B:27)which of course is periodic in � with period 2�. Applying (B.16) with f(x) =ei�xe�(x+�)2, we obtainZN;�;�() = 12�  �!1=2 1Z�1 1 + eit(1� eit)N�1 ei�(t��) e�(t��)2=4 dt (B.28a)= 12�  �!1=2 e�i�� 1Z�1 2 cos t2(�2i sin t2)N�1 ei(��N�22 )t e�(t��)2=4 dt (B.28b)= 12�  �!1=2 e�i�� 2iN � 2 1Z�1 1(�2i sin t2)N�2 ddt hei(��N�22 )t e�(t��)2=4i dt ;(B.28c)68



where the contour of integration runs at Im t = � > 0; here (B.28c) is obtained from(B.28b) by integration by parts. Note that the formula becomes slightly simpler inthe case � = (N � 2)=2.Let us consider �rst the case of N integer � 2. As before, the integral (B.28b)can be written as a principal-value integral plus ��i times a sum of residues. Tocompute the residue contribution, we use the Laurent expansion (B.19), yieldingresidue contribution to ZN;�;�()=  �!1=2 e�i�� N�2Xn=0 ecN;n 1Xl=�1(�1)Nl dndtn hei(��N�22 )t e�(t��)2=4i���t=2�l :(B.29)The sum over l is absolutely convergent, uniformly on compact subsets of the half-plane Re  > 0, thanks to the rapid decay of e�(t��)2=4 as t ! �1. Moreover, as ! 0 this sum is dominated by its leading term(s), namely the one(s) for whichj2�l � �j is smallest.Concerning the principal-value integral, we �rst note that in certain cases itvanishes by symmetry: If N is an integer, then cos t2=(sin t2)N�1 has parity (�1)N�1;it follows that the combinationei��ZN;�;�() + (�1)Ne�i(N�2��)�ZN;��;N�2��() (B:30)is given exactly by the sum of residues.52 In particular, in two cases ZN;�;�() itselfis given by the sum of residues (B.29):(a) � = (N � 2)=2, � = 0, N even:ZN;0;N�22 =  �!1=2 N�2Xn=0 ecN;n 1Xl=�1 dndtn he�t2=4i���t=2�l : (B:31)As  ! 0, this sum equals its l = 0 term (which is of order �(N�1)=2) up tononperturbative corrections of order e��2=�(N� 32 ). For N = 2 this reducesto (B.3).(b) � = (N � 2)=2, � = �, N integer (even or odd):ZN;�;N�22 =  �!1=2 (�i)N�2 N�2Xn=0 ecN;n 1Xl=�1(�1)Nl dndtn he�(t��)2=4i���t=2�l :(B:32)As  ! 0, this sum is exponentially small, of order e��2=4�(N� 32 ). For N = 2(resp. N = 3) this reduces to (B.4) [resp. (B.5)].52If one makes the change of variables t = s + � and then uses the oddness of the functionsin s2=(cos s2)N�1 (for all integers N ), one obtains the same combination (B.30).69



Next let us consider the general case of N real (not necessarily integer). Sym-metrizing (B.28b) around t = �, we �ndei��ZN;�;�() + ei�Ne�i(N�2��)�ZN;��;N�2��() =12�  �!1=2 1Z�1 L+N (t) hei(��N�22 )t e�(t��)2=4 + ei(��N�22 )(2��t) e�(2��t��)2=4i dt ;(B.33)where L+N(t) is the symmetric part of LN (t) around t = � [cf. (B.26)]. As discussed inthe preceding subsection, L+N(t) is supported away from the interval 0 < t < 2�, andis the pth derivative of a polynomially bounded function, where p = max(bNc; 0).The following lemma then implies that (B.33) and all its derivatives with respect to are exponentially small whenever � 6= 0 mod 2�: more precisely, the nth derivativeof (B.33) is bounded by const� �(p+12+2n)e��2=4, where� = mink2Z j� � 2�kj : (B:34)In particular, if � = (N � 2)=2 and 0 < � < 2�, then Re[ei(N�22 ���2N)ZN;�;N�22 ()]is O(�pe��2=4) as  # 0 ( real). For � = �, this says that ZN;�;N�22 () isO(�pe��2=4).Lemma. Let L(t) be a tempered distribution on R, supported on jtj � �, andde�ne F () = �1=2 1Z�1L(t) e�t2=4 dt (B:35)for Re  > 0. Then there exist constants p and Cn such thatjF (n)()j � Cn jj�(p+12+2n) e��2 Re(1=4) (B:36)for n � 0 and (say) jj < 1.Proof. For some p � 0, L is the pth derivative of a polynomially bounded functionf , i.e. jf(t)j � C(1 + jtjm). Thus, for each n � 0,F (n)() = (�1)p 1Z�1f(t) @p@tp @n@n ��1=2 e�t2=4� dt : (B:37)Clearly����� @p@tp @n@n ��1=2 e�t2=4������ � const(n) � (1 + jtjp+2n) jj�(p+12+2n) e�t2 Re(1=4) :(B:38)Integrating over t then proves the lemma.70



Finally, let us consider the cases in which the principal-value integral (for Ninteger) or the integral over 0 < t < 2� (for N generic) does not vanish. In thesecases we can obtain an asymptotic expansion for ZN;�;�() in powers of , by theusual method of expanding the integrand of (B.28b) around its peak at t = �. For� 6= 0 (mod 2�) the result is as follows:ZN;�;�() = e�i(N�2)�=2 ei�(N�1)=2 22�N cos �2(sin �2)N�1 �"1 + (3N � 44 � ��� N � 22 �2 � i��� N � 22 �"tan �2 + (N � 1) cot �2#+N(N � 1)4 cot2 �2) + O(2)# (B.39)This expansion can be proven rigorously by cutting LN (using a smooth partitionof unity) into a part supported on the interval � < t < 2� � � (here we suppose0 < t < 2�) and a part supported on the union of intervals t < 2� and t > 2� � 2�.The integral over the �rst interval is then an ordinary integral of smooth functions,and the asymptotic expansion can be controlled by standard techniques; while theintegral over the second region is exponentially small by virtue of the Lemma above.An alternative way of deriving these formulae is to use a recursion formulayielding ZN+2 in terms of ZN ; in this way, all integer values of N (� 2) can behandled by di�erentiating the cases N = 2 and N = 3 with respect to , while allnoninteger values of N (> 0) can be handled by di�erentiating one of the cases inthe interval 0 < N < 2. The basis of this approach is the simple identityNN+2;k�1 = k(N + k � 2)N(N � 1) NN;k (B:40)[see (A.2)]. It follows from this thatZN+2;�;�+1() = e�i�N(N � 1) "� dd + 2i�� � N � 22 � dd� � �2#ZN;�;�() :(B:41)In particular, for � = (N � 2)=2 we getZN+2;�;N2 () = e�i�N(N � 1) "� dd � �N � 22 �2#ZN;�;N�22 () : (B:42)Clearly, if ZN;�;N�22 () is exponentially small together with all its derivatives, thenthe same holds for ZN+2r;�;N+2r�22 () for every positive integer r.Remark. The equivalence of (B.10) and (B.42) comes from the fact that �1=2e�(t��)2=4is a solution of the heat equation, hence d=d and d2=dt2 act identically on it; andsince these two operators commute, the same holds true for multiple applications71



of these operators: dd!m  d2dt2!n ��1=2e�(t��)2=4� =  dd!m+n ��1=2e�(t��)2=4�=  d2dt2!m+n ��1=2e�(t��)2=4� : (B.43)B.3 The Partition-Function Scaling Function fZ(0)N (;B)Recall from (B.1)/(B.2) thateZ(0)N (;B) = 1 + e�B2 eZ+N () + 1� e�B2 eZ�N () ; (B:44)where eZ�N() � 1Xl=0 (�1)l NN;l e��N;l : (B:45)Now �N;l � l(N + l � 2) = �l + N � 22 �2 � �N � 22 �2 : (B:46)So the functions eZ�N are precisely generalized theta functions of the type consideredin the preceding subsection; indeed, they belong to the \simple" case � = (N�2)=2:eZ+N () = e(N�2)2=4ZN;0;N�22 () (B.47a)eZ�N () = e(N�2)2=4ZN;�;N�22 () (B.47b)It follows immediately from the results of the preceding subsection thateZ(0)N (;B) = 1 + e�B2 eZ+N () + O(e��2=4�(N� 32 )) ; (B:48)as claimed.Remark. The duality formula (B.3)/(B.4) for ordinary theta functions is aspecial case of a modular transformation, and is connected with the theory of el-liptic functions [39] [40, Chapter 13] [41]; it also has applications in string theory[42]. We wonder whether the corresponding formulae for integer N � 3 are tellingus something deep about the Riemannian geometry of the sphere SN�1. We areintrigued by the fact that the generalized theta functions arising from eZ�N fall pre-cisely into the \simple" case � = (N � 2)=2 | it can't be a mere coincidence! Andwe wonder why there is a convergent duality formula for eZ�N for all integer N [cf.(B.32)], but for eZ+N only for even N [cf. (B.31)]. Is this perhaps related to the factthat �I 2 SO(N) for N even but not for N odd? Or to the fact that the groupsSO(N) fall into di�erent families of the Lie classi�cation for N even and N odd?And can our results be generalized to symmetric spaces other than SN�1?72



B.4 Some More Generalized Poisson Summation FormulaeTo handle the numerator of the susceptibility scaling function, we will needto study sums of the form PkNN;kR(k) f(k), where R is a rational function andf 2 S(R). Unfortunately, such sums are not covered by the generalized Poissonformulae of Section B.1: the trouble is that R is typically not a smooth functionon all of R, so it cannot be absorbed into f . Instead, we shall derive some furthergeneralizations of the Poisson summation formula, in which R is absorbed into thekernel KN .Let, therefore, R be a rational function of the formR(x) = P (x)Q(x) = P (x)(x + �1) � � � (x + �q) ; (B:49)where P is a polynomial. Let k0 be an nonnegative integer, chosen large enough sothat none of the �i are equal to an integer � �k0. (That is, R does not have anypoles at integers � k0. When k0 = 0 we shall omit it from the notation.) We shallthen prove a formula of the form1Xk=k0NN;kR(k) f(k) = 12� 1Z�1KN ;R;k0(t) bf (t) dt : (B:50)In fact, the derivation is virtually identical to that in Section B.1: We introducethe function FN ;R;k0(z) � 1Xk=k0NN;kR(k) zk : (B:51)This series converges in the disc jzj < 1, but FN ;R;k0 then has an analytic contin-uation to the whole z-plane cut along the ray [+1;+1).53 In particular, the only53This follows from [40, Theorem 11.1.3, pp. 41{43], which states the following: Let � be a �nitecomplex measure on [0,1], with j�(f1g)j < �, and let �k � R xk d�(x) be its moments. Let k1 be anyinteger such that R xk1 jd�(x)j < � (such an integer always exists). Let G be an analytic function inthe disc of radius � centered at the origin. Let f(z) =P1k=k1 ck zk be a function having an analyticcontinuation to a domain A which is starlike with respect to the origin. Then the function de�nedby P1k=k1 G(�k) ck zk likewise has an analytic continuation to A.We shall apply this theorem as follows: Let A be the cut plane C n [+1;+1). Letf(z) = 1Xk=k1NN;k zk= (1� z)�(N�1)(1 + z) � k1�1Xk=0 NN;k zk ;where we will choose k1 later. Let d�(x) = dx, so that �k = 1=(k + 1). LetG(x) = � x1 + (� � 1)x�n ;so that G(�k) = 1=(k+ �)n. To apply the theorem, it su�ces to take k1 > j� � 1j � 1. But then wecan add in \by hand" the terms k0 � k � k1� 1, provided that none of these values of k equals ��.73



singularity of FN ;R;k0 on the unit circle is at z = 1, and the growth of FN ;R;k0 as thissingularity is approached is bounded by a polynomial in j1� zj�1. We can thereforeintroduce the distribution KN ;R;k0 byKN ;R;k0(t) � lim�#0 FN ;R;k0(ei(t+i�)) ; (B:52)and its only singularities are at t = 2�l (l integer). The proof of (B.50) then followsexactly as in Section B.1.If k0 = 0, then FN ;R can be written explicitly in terms of the generalized hyper-geometric function q+1Fq (de�ned e.g. in [31, formula 9.14.1, p. 1045]):FN ;R(z) = P z ddz!" qYi=1��1i ! q+1Fq(N;�1; . . . ; �q;�1 + 1; . . . ; �q + 1; z) �z2  qYi=1(�i + 2)�1! q+1Fq(N;�1 + 2; . . . ; �q + 2;�1 + 3; . . . ; �q + 3; z)# :(B.53)For q = 1, this special case of the 2F1 corresponds to incomplete beta functions.We want now to derive some general properties of these functions. Let us thusintroduce fq(�; z) � 1Xk=0 �(N + k)�(N) zkk!(k + �)q= ��q q+1Fq(N;�; . . . ; �;� + 1; . . . ; � + 1; z) : (B.54)(Here N is �xed, so we suppress it from the notation.) By making a shift k! k+1in the sums, it is easy to derive the recursion relationfq(�; z) = ��q(1 � z)1�N +  1� N � 1� ! zfq(� + 1; z)� (N � 1)z q�1Xn=1 �n�q�1 fn(� + 1; z) : (B.55)Using this formula it is easy to get FN ;R for the simplest nontrivial case R(x) =1=(x + �):1Xk=0NN;k zkk + � = 1� "1 + z(� + 1�N)� + 1 # (1� z)1�N+ z2 (N � 1)(N � 2� 2�)�(� + 1) f1(� + 2; z) : (B.56)This proves the claim for R(x) = 1=(x+�)n. A general denominatorQ(x) then follows by expansionin partial fractions, and a general rational function R(x) = P (x)=Q(x) follows by application of thedi�erential operator P (z @=@z). Q.E.D. 74



A simpli�cation occurs for � = (N � 2)=2: the last term vanishes, and we have theexplicit formula 1Xk=0NN;k zkk + N�22 = 2N � 2 (1� z)2�N : (B:57)In the following we will be especially interested in the value of fq(�; z) at z = �1.For q = 1 a general formula can be obtained for � = (N=2) + integer. The startingpoint is Kummer's formula542F1(a; b; 1 + a� b;�1) = 2�ap� �(1 + a � b)��1� b+ a2� ��12 + a2� : (B:58)Setting a = N and b = N=2, we get2F1(N; N2 ; N2 + 1;�1) = p�2N ��1 + N2 ���1+N2 � ; (B:59)so that f1(N2 ;�1) = p�2N ��N2 ���1+N2 � : (B:60)Using the recursion relations (B.55), it is then possible to compute f1(�;�1) for all� = (N=2) + integer.In the following we will use two speci�c functions:UN(z) � 1Xk=0NN;k zk(k + N�22 )2 � 1 (B.61)VN(z) � 1Xk=0NN;k zk[(k + N�22 )2 � 1]2 (B.62)These series are well-de�ned provided that N 6= 4; 2; 0;�2; . . . . Simple algebraicmanipulations yieldUN(z) = 12 hf1(N2 � 2; z) � (z2 + 1)f1(N2 ; z) + z2f1(N2 + 2; z)i : (B:63)Using now the recursion relation (B.55) forward and backward to express everythingin terms of f1(N2 ; z), we obtain (specializing for simplicity to z = �1)UN (�1) = 8(N � 1)(N � 2)(N � 4) f1(N2 ;�1)= 22�N p� ��N�42 ���N�12 � : (B.64)54See [43, p. 107, equation (47)]. See also [44, p. 50, Theorem 8.6c].75



In complete analogy we can compute VN (�1). Using the recursion relations (B.55)we get VN(�1) = 16(N � 1)(N � 3)(N � 2)2(N � 4)2 f1(N2 + 2;�1)= 24�N p�(N � 2)(N � 4) ��N�42 ���N�32 � : (B.65)Notice that in principle one would expect here also a term proportional to f2(N2 ;�1);but for the speci�c combination which appears in VN (�1), the coe�cient of this termvanishes. Notice, �nally, that(N � 2)(N � 4)VN (�1) = 2(N � 3)UN (�1) : (B:66)A key cancellation in Section B.6 will rely on this identity but not on the speci�cvalues of UN (�1) and VN(�1).B.5 Some More Generalized Theta FunctionsLet us now introduce some more generalized theta functions, which will playan important role in our treatment of the numerator of the susceptibility scalingfunction �(0)N;2(;B). We de�ne, for Re  > 0,UN;�;k0() � 1Xk=k0NN;k eik� e�(k+N�22 )2(k + N�22 )2 � 1 (B.67)VN;�;k0() � 1Xk=k0NN;k eik� e�(k+N�22 )2[(k + N�22 )2 � 1]2 (B.68)Here k0 is an integer; if � � (N �2)=2 is an integer, then we require that k0 > 1��in order to avoid zeros of the denominators. We will thus take k0 = 0 except whenN is an even integer � 4. When k0 = 0 we omit it from the notation.We remark that the functions UN;� and VN;� satisfy recursion relations identicalto (B.42).Applying (B.50) with f(x) = ei�xe�(x+�)2 , we obtainUN;�() = 12�  �!1=2 1Z�1 K(U)N (t) ei�(t��) e�(t��)2=4 dt (B.69)VN;�() = 12�  �!1=2 1Z�1 K(V )N (t) ei�(t��) e�(t��)2=4 dt (B.70)with the obvious kernels K(U)N and K(V )N . For � 6= 0 (mod 2�) we can then obtainan asymptotic expansion of UN;�() and VN;�() in powers of , using the Lemma of76



Section B.2 to control the contribution of the singularity. At zeroth order we havelim!0UN;�() = UN (ei�) (B.71)lim!0VN;�() = VN (ei�) (B.72)and in particular these limits are �nite. For � = � we have calculated these limitsin (B.64)/(B.65).When � = � | which we will assume henceforth | much more can be said.The simplest approach is to use the di�erential equations dd + 1!UN;�;k0() = �ZN;�;N�22 ;k0()� �ZN;�;N�22 () + k0�1Xk=0 NN;k eik� e�(k+N�22 )2 (B.73) dd + 1!VN;�;k0() = �UN;�;k0() (B.74)to reduce the problem to known results for ZN;�;N�22 . One can write immediatelythe solution of (B.73)/(B.74):UN;�;k0() = e�UN;�;k0(0) � Z0 e�(�0)ZN;�;N�22 ;k0(0) d0 (B.75)VN;�;k0() = e�VN;�;k0(0) � Z0 e�(�0)UN;�;k0(0) d 0 (B.76)For N 6= an even integer � 4, we can take k0 = 0 and use the fact that ZN;�;N�22 ()is exponentially small as  # 0, to getUN;�() = UN (�1) e� + exponentially small terms (B.77)VN;�() = [VN (�1) � UN(�1) ]e� + exponentially small terms (B.78)where UN (�1) and VN(�1) have been calculated in (B.64)/(B.65).Next let us treat the case N = 4, taking k0 = 1. We have the initial conditionsU4;�;1(0) = �34 and V4;�;1(0) = 116 � �224 . Using the fact that Z4;�;1() is exponentiallysmall, we getU4;�;1() = �� 34 + � e� + exponentially small terms (B.79)V4;�;1() =  116 � �224 + 34 � 122! e� + exponentially small terms(B.80)77



Finally let us treat the case N = 2, taking k0 = 2. We have the initial conditionsU2;�;2(0) = 12 and V2;�;2(0) = �212 � 58. By the same logic we getU2;�;2() = 1 � �12 + 2� e� + exponentially small terms (B.81)V2;�;2() = � 1 +  �212 + 38 + 12 + 2! e� +exponentially small terms (B.82)Formulae (B.79){(B.82) can alternatively be derived from (B.77)/(B.78) and(B.64)/(B.65). by taking the limits N ! 2; 4 starting from noninteger N .B.6 The Susceptibility Scaling Function �(0)N;2(;B)Now we want to prove a formula for the numerator of the susceptibility scalingfunction �(0)N;k(;B) | that is, for the sum appearing in (4.79) | analogous to thatproven in Section B.3 for the partition-function scaling function eZ(0)N (;B). Weconjecture that such a formula is true for all even k, but we shall prove it here onlyfor k = 2. We de�ne X�N;k() � 1Xl;m=0(�1)l C2N ; k;l;m e��N;l�N ; l;m : (B:83)(Note that the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients guarantee that, for keven, l andm in this sum have the same parity. In particular, �N ; l;m = �N;m��N;l,independent of B.) We shall prove that X�N;2() is exponentially small as  # 0, sothat the numerator in �(0)N;2(;B) becomes simply1 + e�B2NN;2 X+N;2() + exponentially small terms : (B:84)From this and (B.48) it follows immediately that�(0)N;2(;B) = 2NN;2 X+N;2() eZ+N() + exponentially small terms : (B:85)In particular, �(0)N;2(;B) is independent of B modulo exponentially small terms.We start by rewriting X�N;2() as55X�N;2() = 1Xl=0(�1)l "C2N ; 2;l;l+2�N ; l;l+2 � C2N ; 2;l;l�2�N ; l�2;l # e��N;l + 2 1Xl=1(�1)l C2N ; 2;l;l e��N;l ;(B:86)55In the �nal term we have l = m, and so we must use the comment in footnote 44 to resolve theambiguity in (4.79). 78



where we set C2N ; 2;l;l�2 = 0 if l = 0; 1. We shall deal with these two sums separately.Let us suppose �rst that N 6= 2; 4. For the �rst sum in (B.86), using the formula(2.41) we getN(N + 2)16 e(N�2)2=4 1Xl=0(�1)lNN;l (N � 3)(l + N�22 )2 � N22 + 2N � 1[(l + N�22 )2 � 1]2 e�(l+N�22 )2= N(N + 2)16 e(N�2)2=4  �(N � 3) dd � N22 + 2N � 1!VN ;�() : (B.87)We can then use (B.77)/(B.78) to get� N(N + 2)32 e(N�2)2=4h(N � 2)(N � 4)VN (�1) � 2(N � 3)UN (�1)� (N � 2)(N � 4)UN (�1)i + exponentially small terms : (B.88)Using the identity (B.66), we �nally get� N(N � 4)(N2 � 4)32 e(N�2)2=4 UN (�1) + exponentially small terms : (B:89)For the second sum appearing in (B.86), using (2.42) we getN2 � 48  e(N�2)2=4 1Xl=0(�1)lNN;l (l + N�22 )2 � (N�22 )2(l + N�22 )2 � 1 e�(l+N�22 )2= N2 � 48  e(N�2)2=4 "� dd � �N � 22 �2#UN ;�() : (B.90)Using (B.77) we getN(N � 4)(N2 � 4)32 e(N�2)2=4 UN(�1) + exponentially small terms : (B:91)Collecting together (B.89) and (B.91), we conclude that X�N;2() is exponentiallysmall as  # 0.Next let us discuss the case N = 2. Here C22; 2;l;l+2 = 2, C22; 2;l;l�2 = 2 for l � 2,C2; 2;l;l = 0 for l 6= 1, and C2; 2;1;1 = 2. ThusX�2;2() = 12 � 14e� � e� � 12U2;�;2() ; (B:92)so that, using (B.81), we get that X�2;2() is exponentially small.Finally, for N = 4, using (2.41), we can write1Xl=0(�1)l "C24; 2;l;l+2�4; l;l+2 � C24; 2;l;l�2�4; l�2;l # e��4;l = 98e� + 32U4;�;1() ; (B:93)while, from (2.42), we get1Xl=1(�1)l C24; 2;l;l e��4;l = �3 + 3e� eZ�4 () : (B:94)As eZ�4 () is exponentially small, it follows from (B.79) that X�4;2() is exponentiallysmall. 79



C Large-N LimitIn this Appendix we want to discuss the N !1 limit of the �nite-size-scalingfunctions for the one-dimensional N-vector universality class. We will �rst discussthe derivation using the standard large-N formalism; then we will show, in twoparticular cases (the spin-1 and spin-2 susceptibilities), how to recover these resultsthrough a direct evaluation of the N !1 limit of the expressions given in Section4.2.2 .C.1 Review of Results from Standard Large-N FormalismLet us thus start with the standard large-N formalism [45]. Consider, on a one-dimensional lattice of length L with periodic boundary conditions, the standardN-vector Hamiltonian H(f�g) = �JXx �x � �x+1 (C:1)and the partition function Z = Z D� e�H(f�g) : (C:2)As is well known, the N !1 limit must be taken with J=N �xed. We will thereforeintroduce a rescaled coupling eJ � J=N . It then turns out [45] that in the N !1limit all correlation functions can be expressed in terms of a mass parameter mLwhich is related to the coupling eJ by the gap equationeJ = 1LXp 1p̂2 +m2L ; (C:3)where p = 2�n=L, the sum runs over n = 0; . . . ; L � 1, and p̂ = 2 sin(p=2). Thesummation in (C.3) can be performed exactly, and thus one getseJ = 1mLq4 +m2L coth�L arcsinhmL2 � : (C:4)We can now take the limit N ! 1 at �xed eJ � J=N and �xed L. All the two-point correlation functions (and indeed all the correlation functions) can be easilycomputed [45]: the result isG1;k(x; eJ;L) =  1eJLXp eipxp̂2 +m2L!k (C.5a)= coshk [(L � 2x) arcsinhmL=2]coshk [L arcsinhmL=2] for 0 � x < L (C.5b)80



From this expression one immediately gets for the susceptibilities:�1;k( eJ;L) = 1( eJL)k Xp1;...;pkL�(p1 + . . . + pk) kYi=1 1p̂2i +m2L (C.6a)= L�1Xx=0 coshk [(L� 2x) arcsinhmL=2]coshk [L arcsinhmL=2] (C.6b)For k = 1; 2 one gets simpler expressions:�1;1( eJ ;L) = 1eJm2L (C.7)�1;2( eJ ;L) = � 1eJ2 @@m2L 24 1mLq4 +m2L coth�L arcsinhmL2 �35 (C.8)Analogously one can compute the correlation lengths. For example, in the spin-1channel we get �(2nd)1;1 ( eJ ;L) = 1mL : (C:9)Having taken the limit N !1, J !1 at �xed eJ � J=N and �xed L, we cannow take either one of two further limits:(a) The standard in�nite-volume limit L!1 at �xed eJ. This limit is trivial andcorresponds simply to the substitution of all sums by the corresponding integralsand the parameter mL by m1. In particular the gap equation becomeseJ = Z ��� dp2� 1p̂2 +m21 = 1m1q4 +m21 : (C:10)(b) The �nite-size-scaling limit L ! 1, eJ ! 1 [hence � ! 1] at �xed �=L.From (C.9) we immediately see that this corresponds to considering the limit L!1, mL ! 0 with mLL � � �xed. The variable � is the natural one in the �nite-size-scaling limit of the N = 1 model, and all the �nite-size-scaling functions willbe expressed in terms of it.Let us �rst derive the FSS function for the correlation length �(2nd)1;1 . Equatingthe right-hand sides of (C.4) and (C.10) and taking the limit m1 ! 0, mL ! 0,L!1 with � �xed, we get�(2nd)1;1 (L)�(2nd)1;1 (1) = m1mL = tanh �2 : (C:11)All the other FSS functions can be computed analogously. For the spin-1 and spin-2susceptibilities we get �1;1(L)�1;1(1) = tanh2 �2 (C.12)�1;2(L)�1;2(1) = tanh2 �2 + �2 sinh�=2cosh3�=2 (C.13)81



C.2 Alternate Derivation from Hyperspherical-HarmonicsFormalismLet us now compare our results with those of Section 4.2.2. In that section wetook �rst the �nite-size-scaling limit L!1, J !1 at �xed  � L�(J) � L=(2J)and �xed N ; now we want to take the further limit N ! 1,  ! 0 at �xede � N.56 We want to show that we recover the same results as in the precedingsubsection; in other words, we want to show that the two limits commute.We need �rst to �nd the relation between e and �. This is easily obtained if oneconsiders in (C.4) the limit eJ !1, L!1, mL ! 0 with e � L=(2 eJ) and � �xed.We get 1e = 1� coth �2 : (C:14)Let us begin by computing the limit N ! 1,  ! 0 at �xed e � N of thepartition-function scaling functioneZ(0)N () = 1Xl=0NN;l e��N;l (C:15)[cf. (4.77)]. Since  is tending to zero, it is natural to apply generalized Poissonsummation formulae of Appendix B. Using (B.28c) we geteZ(0)N () = � i2�e  �Ne !1=2 NN � 2 exp he(N � 2)2=(4N)i �+1+i�Z�1+i� dt t e�Nt2=(4e) ��2i sin t2�2�N (C.16)where � > 0 is arbitrary (the integral is independent of �). The large-N asymptoticexpansion of this integral can be obtained by the standard saddle-point technique.We rewrite the integral as +1+i�Z�1+i� dt t��2i sin t2�2 eNf(t) (C:17)with f(t) = � t24e � log��2i sin t2� : (C:18)We must now �nd a saddle point, i.e. a solution of f 0(t) = 0 with Im t > 0. We�nd t = i� where � is the unique positive solution of (C.14). Expanding around thesaddle point we get+1+i�Z�1+i� dt t ��2i sin t2�2 eNf(t) =i��2 sinh �2�2 eNf(i�)  �2�N 1f 00(i�)!1=2 [1 +O(1=N)] : (C.19)56This is clearly the correct scaling, since  � L=(2J) = (L=2N eJ).82



Collecting everything together we geteZ(0)N () = �2 e�3=2 " 14e + 18 sinh2 �=2#�1=2 �exp N�24e + N e4 !�2 sinh �2�2�N [1 + O(1=N)] (C.20)In order to compute the large-N behavior of the �nite-size-scaling functions forthe susceptibilities, we must also evaluate the large-N behavior of more generalsums of the form 1Xk=0NN;kR(k) e�[k+(N�2)=2]2 (C:21)where R is a rational function of the formR(x) = P (x)(x + �1) . . . (x + �q) (C:22)and P (x) is a polynomial. The coe�cients of P (x) and coe�cients �i are in generalN-dependent. These series can be handled using the generalized Poisson summationformula (B.50). As an example let us determine the large-N behavior of the sum1Xk=0NN;k 1(k +N=2 + �)q e�e[k+(N�2)=2)]2=N : (C:23)The N-dependence of the denominator is the one which appears in the �nite-size-scaling functions of the susceptibilities. We want to compute its large-N behaviorfor � and e �xed. Using (B.50) with f(x) = exp[�(e=N)(x � (N � 2)=2)2], we canrewrite the sum as12�  �Ne !1=2 Z +1+i��1+i� dt ei(N�2)t=2 e�Nt2=(4e) ��fq��+ N2 ; eit�� e2itfq��+ 2 + N2 ; eit�� (C.24)where fq(�; z) is de�ned in (B.54). In order to compute the limit N ! 1 of theintegral we must discuss the large-N expansion of fq(�+N=2; z). The leading orderis easily obtained if one notices that it is independent of �. In this case one can usethe recursion relation (B.55) to compute it. For q = 1 we get for N !1f1��+ N2 ; z� = 2N (1� z)1�N � zf1�1 + �+ N2 ; z� + O(1=N2) : (C:25)from which f1��+ N2 ; z� = 2N (1� z)1�N1 + z [1 +O(1=N)] : (C:26)A similar formula, which can be proved by induction, is valid for generic q:fq��+ N2 ; z� = � 2N �q (1� z)q�N(1 + z)q [1 +O(1=N)] : (C:27)83



Using this expansion one can rewrite (C.24) in the limit N !1 as� i�  �Ne !1=2� 2N �q Z +1+i��1+i� dt sin t 1� eit1 + eit!q eNf(t) (C:28)where f(t) is given in (C.18). The large-N expansion of the remaining integral isthen obtained using the same method used for the partition function. We get �nally1Xk=0NN;k 1(k +N=2 + �)q e�e[k+(N�2)=2]2=N = (C.29)e�1=2� 2N �q exp N�24e !" 14e + 18 sinh2 �=2#�1=2 �sinh��tanh �2�q �2 sinh �2��N [1 +O(1=N)] : (C.30)Generic sums of the type (C.21) can be handled exactly in the same way usingthe generalized Poisson formula (B.50). In this case what one needs is the large-N behavior of the kernel FN ;R(z). To get explicit formulae we must specify theN-dependence of the coe�cients �i. We will assume �i = N=2 + �i, which isthe dependence of the sums appearing in the �nite-size-scaling functions of thesusceptibilities. Using the fact that the generic kernel is obtained by summing andtaking derivatives with respect of z of fq, using (C.27) we see that generically thelarge-N behavior of FN ;R(z) is given byFN ;R(z) = Np(1� z)�N eFR(z) [1 +O(1=N)] ; (C:31)where eFR(z) is a rational function of z independent of N , and p is an integer. Thenwe obtain the general formula1Xk=0NN;kR(k) e�e [k+(N�2)=2]2=N =e�1=2Np exp N�24e !" 14e + 18 sinh2 �=2#�1=2 �sinh� eFR(e��)�2 sinh �2��N [1 +O(1=N)] : (C.32)Thus the whole computation boils down to the computation of eFR(z).In some cases it is possible to simplify the computation by using a relationbetween the large-N behavior of di�erent series. Indeed let us di�erentiate (C.32)with respect to e. Keeping only the leading-N contributions we get� 1N 1Xk=0NN;kR(k) �k + N � 22 �2 e�e[k+(N�2)=2]2=N =�N�24e2  1Xk=0NN;kR(k) e�e [k+(N�2)=2]2=N! [1 +O(1=N)] ; (C.33)84



where we have used the relation (C.14) to eliminate the terms proportional to d�=de.In the large-N limit we can of course substitute (k+ N�22 )2 by (k+ N2 +�)(k+ N2 +�),where � and � are arbitrary. Thus we get the relation1Xk=0NN;kR(k) �k + N2 + ���k + N2 + �� e�e[k+(N�2)=2]2=N = N�2e !2  1Xk=0NN;kR(k) e�e [k+(N�2)=2]2=N! [1 +O(1=N)] : (C.34)This formula will allow us to compute the large-N behavior of the sums appearingin the numerators of the spin-1 and spin-2 susceptibilities.Let us start with the spin-1 case. Using (2.39) we getXlm C2N ;1;l;m e��N;l�N ;l;m = N(N � 3)4 Xl NN;l e��N;l[l +N=2� 1=2][l+N=2� 3=2] (C:35)Using (C.34) with � = �1=2, � = �3=2 we getXlm C2N ;1;l;m e��N;l�N ;l;m =  e�!2 eZ(0)N () [1 +O(1=N)] (C:36)and thus R(0)�;1;1() =  e�!2 = tanh2 �2 ; (C:37)which coincides with (C.12).In order to evaluate the large-N limit of the �nite-size-scaling function for thespin-2 susceptibility we need to evaluate the series (B.67) and (B.68). Using again(C.34) we get 1Xk=0NN;k 1�(k + (N � 2)=2)2 � 1�q e�e[k+(N�2)=2]2=N = 2eN�!2q  1Xk=0NN;k e�e[k+(N�2)=2]2=N! [1 +O(1=N)] : (C.38)Then using (B.86), (B.87) and (B.90) we get1Xl;m=0 C2N ;2;l;m e��N;l�N ;l;m = N4 "tanh2 �2 + e2 1cosh2�=2# eZ(0)N () [1 +O(1=N)] (C:39)and thus R(0)�;1;2() = tanh2 �2 + e2 1cosh2�=2 : (C:40)Using (C.14), one immediately sees that (C.40) agrees with (C.13).85
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